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ABSTRACT 

The objectives of this report were to determine the influence of microstructure on the creep 

properties of 441 stainless steel. Of particular interest was the effect of grain size and of the 

niobium content. A further requirement of this investigation was to design and manufacture two 

lever-arm type, constant load creep rigs in response to the need for a high quality creep test 

facility. These rigs were to be used to satisfy the initial objective and to evaluate an industry 

benchmark test used for determining the creep resistance of a particular alloy, known as the sag 

test. 

The creep test rigs were designed in accordance with the ASTM E139-00 standard for creep 

testing of metallic materials. Extension, temperature and load data can be logged as a function of 

time and plotted in any spreadsheet program. The time necessary for building and calibrating the 

creep rigs was a major limiting factor. As a result, it was decided to begin calibration of the rigs 

with the 441 stainless steel test matrix samples. The integrity of much of the data was 

compromised, due to some 'teething' problems with the rigs involving the controlling and 

measuring of the applied load. Eventually, reliable tests could be run on the rigs, however, the 

results proved to be highly dependant on the way in which the user set up the test. The ideal 

situation is to be able to consistently run reliable, reproducible tests, regardless of who the user is. 

F?r this reason, certain recommendations have been made for minor modifications to the design, 

which should result in significant improvements in data quality. 

Sag tests were conducted in a laboratory furnace. The results of these tests, although showing 

some variation, showed the expected trends of increasing creep resistance with increasing 

annealing temperature. Unfortunately, it was not possible to determine whether it was the 

increase in grain size or the increased amount of niobium in solid solution that resulted in the 

increased resistance to creep. 

Important qualitative conclusions were drawn from the trends shown in the data and from 

literature. The possible mechanism of deformation was discussed in the light of microstructural 

observations and the applied conditions of stress and temperature during testing. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT 

Ferritic stainless steels, such as AISI 409, have been used extensively in automotive exhaust 

components. These steels exhibit excellent thermal fatigue resistance and good oxidation, 

condensate corrosion and creep resistance. Although the oxidation and creep resistance are not 

as good as that of the austenitic grades, the cost saving offered by using ferritic stainless steels is 

substantial. Components at the hot end of the exhaust, such as the catalytic converter, require 

better oxidation and creep resistance than AISI 409 can provide. Currently, 18wt% Cr ferritic 

steels, such as AISI 430 and 441 are in use for these components1
•
2

. 

Columbus Stainless, a local stainless steel producer, produces 441 stainless steel for use in the 

manufacture of automotive catalytic converters. The bulk of the steel is exported to 

manufacturers of catalytic converters overseas. Certain of these manufacturers require that the 

steel meet stringent standards with respect to creep resistance. The industry benchmark test, 

which is used for ranking and comparing alloys in terms of creep resistance, is known as the sag 

test. This test is simple and cost effective when compared with creep testing, however, the data 

obtained from such a test is only really useful for comparative testing. 

In order for Columbus Stainless to meet the standard that their customers require and to be able 

to guarantee the consistent quality of their product, it is important that they understand the effect 

of the thermo-mechanical processing and the resulting microstructure on the final creep 

properties of the alloy. It has been found in alloys stabilised with niobium that the niobium 

results in a substantial increase in the creep strength of the material if the final annealing 

temperature is high. Further research into this effect as well as the effect of grain size and other 

microstructural features will enable Columbus Stainless to optimise the thermomechanical 

processing of this alloy. 
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Introduction 2 

1.2 PROJECT OVERVIEW 

The purpose of this project is to characterise the effects of the microstructure of 441 ferritic 

stainless steel on the creep properties. It is of specific interest to conduct creep tests and compare 

and evaluate the sag test results obtained to date with these results. Despite the reported 

reliability of the sag test results, much irregularity has been found in data collected previous to 

this investigation. 

Different heats of 441 will be tested in order to better characterise the effect of niobium on the 

creep properties. The material has been supplied in the cold rolled condition (before final 

annealing on the plant) and the effect of changing the final annealing temperature will be 

investigated. 

The condition of stress and temperature under which creep occurs largely determines the 

mechanism of creep that is operative within the material. Each mechanism is unique in its 

working and the way in which the microstructure relates to the creep properties will be 

determined by the mechanism of creep. It is therefore an important aim of this investigation to 

identify the operative creep mechanism in 441 under conditions similar to the service 

environment. This will enable a meaningful discussion of the role of various microstructural 

features in resisting deformation during the creep of the alloy. 

A large portion of this project has been dedicated to the design, manufacture and commissioning 

of two lever-arm type, constant load creep testing rigs. The rigs were designed to conform to the 

ASTM E139-00 standards for creep testing of metallic materials3
. The purpose of designing and 

building the creep rigs was to provide a high quality creep testing facility for the Centre for 

Materials Engineering at the University of Cape Town and for Columbus Stainless. 

1.3 PROJECT CONSTRAINTS 

This investigation aims to characterise the effect of the microstructure on the creep properties of 

441 stainless steel. This objective has, however, been limited by the time used in designing, 

~anufacturing and commissioning of the creep test rigs. Thus, the experimental matrix has been 

designed such that the rigs can be evaluated and the results used to obtain specific objectives with 

respect to the broad aim of characterising the effects of the microstructure on the creep 

properties. 
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Introduction 3 

Specifically, the test matrix was designed to allow the reliability of the sag testing to be evaluated 

and compared with actual creep test results. Furthermore, the effect of final annealing 

temperature (and hence the initial microstructure) on the creep strength will be evaluated by 

comparing the creep rates of the alloys after various annealing treatments. 

Other limitations imposed on this project, included the lack of suitable equipment to conduct high 

temperature (> I 050°C) isothermal annealing treatments, time taken by certain suppliers to 

deliver parts and materials required for manufacturing the creep test rigs and the availability of 

certain high temperature alloys required for the creep test apparatus. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS 

2.1.1 Introduction to Ferritic Stainless Steels 

Chromium (Cr) greatly enhances the corrosion resistance of steels by combining with oxygen 

(02) to form a protective passive film of chromium oxide (Cr302) on the steel's surface. This film 

prevents the iron (Fe) in the steel from oxidising, or what is more commonly known to be rusting. 

Should some form of mechanical damage result in penetration of the film, more Cr203 will form, 

thus the film is in a sense self-repairing. The term 'stainless' steel has arisen from the ability of 

chromium bearing steels to resist oxidation and other forms of corrosion in this manner. An alloy 

is generally considered to be stainless if it contains at least 11 % of Cr by weight. Stainless steels 

can be divided into a few broad categories of alloys, namely: austenitic, ferritic, martensitic and 

duplex stainless steels. These are categorized according to their crystallographic structure. The 

structure of a particular alloy is largely dependant on the composition of that alloy. Various 

alloying elements are added to stainless steels to control the microstructure and hence the 

mechanical and! or physical properties. Certain of these alloying elements will have a tendency 

t~ promote the formation of an austenitic, face-centred-cubic structure (austenite formers), 

whereas others will promote the formation of a ferritic, body-centred-cubic structure (ferrite 

formers)4. The most common austenite and ferrite forming elements are listed in table 2.1. 

Ferrite Formers Austenite Formers 

Chromium (Cr) Nickel (Ni) 

Molybdenum (Mo) Carbon (C) 

Silicon (Si) Manganese (Mn) 

Niobium (Nb) Cobalt (Co) 

Tantalum (Ta) 

Titanium (Ti) 

Tungsten 0N) 

Vanadium (V) 

Aluminium (AI) 

Table 2.1: Common ferrite and austenite forming elements present in stainless steel alloys. 
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In order to take into account the combined effect of each of these elements, relative to the effect 

of the primary alloying additions, namely Cr (a ferrite former) and Ni (an austenite former), the 

concept of Cr and Ni equivalent compositions was developed. These equivalent compositions are 

plotted on a set of axes known as a Schaeffler diagram (figure 2.1) allowing the compositional 

ranges of each of the main categories of stainless steel to be superimposed onto one diagram4
. 

25 - Austenite ~ ec. - 20 c: 
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Figure 2.1: Schaeffier Diagram. 

The Cr and Ni equivalent compositions of a particular alloy can be calculated using equations 2.1 

and 2.24. 

Creq = %Cr+ %Mo+ 1.5(%Si)+ 0.5(% Nb)+ 0.5(Ta) + 2(%Ti)+ % W + % V + %Al (2.1) 

Nieq =%Ni+ 30(%C)+0.5(%Mn)+ 0.5(% Co) (2.2) 

The most common (or well known) of the stainless steels are the austenitic grade stainless steels. 

These include the AISI 304 and 316 grades often referred to as 18-8 stainless steel. The 

austenitic grades are non-magnetic and exhibit excellent corrosion resistance, but are more 

expensive than the other grades owing mainly to the higher percentage ofNi that they contain. 

Ferritic stainless steels contain strong ferrite forming elements to ensure a completely ferritic 

structure, even in the presence of carbon (note the pronounced effect of C as an austenite former 
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Literature Review 6 

in equation 2.2). The mechanical properties of the ferritic grades are generally inferior to those 

of the austenitic grades. The yield strength is relatively low (±300MPa) in the annealed condition 

and they generally exhibit poor toughness. This, combined with the poor weldability due to a 

susceptibility to experience intergranular corrosion (see § 2.1.2) in the heat-affected zone (HAZ), 

is not favourable for fabrication purposes4
. 

2.1.2 Sensitisation and Stabilisation in Ferritic Stainless Steels 

The susceptibility of stainless steels to intergranular corrosion after welding or thermomechnical 

processing is known as sensitisation. This sensitisation can generally be attributed to the 

formation of Cr depleted zones as Cr precipitates out of solution in the form of unfavourable Cr 

carbonitrides (Cr23C6 and Cr2N). This precipitation generally occurs along the grain boundaries 

when the steel is heated to above 900°C. Ferritic stainless steels in particular are susceptible to 

this type of attack since the solubility of carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) in the ferrite matrix is low4
. 

In order to overcome this problem, the amount of C and N in the steel could be kept to below the 

limit of solubility. However, by refining the steel to achieve these levels of C and N would 

substantially increase production costs and negate one of the primary benefits of using ferritic 

stainless steels (viz. cost effectiveness). Certain elements that combine with C and N to form 

stable carbonitrides in preference to Cr are therefore added. This technique of preventing the 

precipitation of Cr carbonitrides is commonly known as stabilisation5
. 

Alloying elements that have been found to best stabilise ferritic stainless steels are titanium (Ti), 

niobium (Nb) and zirconium (Zri. 

The addition of Ti results in the formation of very stable titanium carbonitrides, Ti(C,N). In 

order for full stabilisation to occur, a slightly larger amount of Ti than is stoichiometrically 

required (in terms of the amount of C and N) must be added. Reasons for this are because some 

Ti may react with sulphur (S) in the steel and some may remain in solid solution. The amount of 

Ti usually added to ferritic stainless steel is given by equation 2.36
. 

%Ti=5x{%C+%N) (2.3) 

Ti is effective as a stabilising element, because besides forming carbonitrides, it also raises the 

temperature at which sensitisation occurs since Ti(C,N) only dissolves at very high temperatures. 

There are, however, certain disadvantages associated with the addition of Ti. For example, the 

toughness of the steel is lowered since Ti(C,N) precipitates are large and blocky in shape. 
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Sensitisation may occur in ferritic stainless steel stabilised with Ti at high temperatures, where 

Ti(C,N) can dissolve5
. 

Nb is a more expensive alloying element than Ti. Although Nb carbonitrides, Nb(C,N), are less 

stable than Ti(C,N), stabilising with Nb does offer the advantage of forming fine, equiaxed 

precipitates that do not decrease the toughness of the steel. Nb is added to steel in the amount 

given by equation 2.46
. 

%Nb =9x (%C+%N) (2.4) 

It has been found that stabilisation with both Ti and Nb (known as dual stabilisation) effectively 

stabilises the steel by binding all the C and N into stable Ti,Nb(C,N). The toughness of the steel 

is not decreased as extensively as with stabilisation using Ti, since fewer large Ti(C,N) 

precipitates are formed because a smaller proportion ofTi is added5
. 

The effect of adding Zr as a stabilising element to ferritic stainless steels is similar to those 

experienced when adding Ti. Zr is more expensive than Ti, although alloys stabilised with Zr are 

reported to exhibit excellent high temperature oxidation resistance. Zr is generally not used as a 

stabilising element in practice- probably due to the high cost5
. 

2.1.3 High Temperature Applications of Ferritic Stainless Steels 

As was mentioned earlier, the low Ni content in ferritic stainless steels results in these alloys 

being far cheaper than austenitic alloys. For this reason, ferritic stainless steels are often 

preferred for high temperature applications, despite the generally better corrosion resistance and 

mechanical properties of the austenitic grades. In terms of mechanical properties at elevated 

temperatures, ferritic stainless steels do have the advantage of exhibiting better thermal fatigue 

resistance than austenitic grades due to a higher thermal conductivity and lower coefficient of 

thermal expansion. A high resistance to liquid metal attack makes these alloys good candidates 

for use in the lead and copper metal industries4
. 

Some common high temperature applications include automobile exhaust components, steam 

turbine rotors, boiler tubing, heating elements and components for nuclear reactors and petroleum 

refineries 7. 

The recent legislature in certain countries8
,9 requires that emissions from automobile exhausts be 

significantly reduced. Therefore, the use of catalytic converters (which were developed in the 
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Pcos<l> (P) 2 
(J Normal = A/cos <I> = A cos <I> 

(2.8) 

T = = - cos<l>sm<l> PSin<l> (P) . 
A/cos <I> A 

(2.9) 

The line of greatest slope (OS) is generally not coincident with the slip direction, therefore the 

resolved shear stress (RSS) on the slip plane in the slip direction can be calculated using: 

(2.10) 

where A is the angle between the slip direction and the tensile axis. 

The expreSSIOn coS¢.COSA is known as the Schmid factor and describes the geometrical 

relationship between the slip system and the tensile axis. Considering equation 2.10, the RSS 

will be greatest when the Schmid factor is a maximum. The maximum value of the Schmid 

factor is obtained if both <p and A = 45°. Thus the CRSS will be reached first on the slip system 

with its slip plane normal and slip direction closest to 45°14. 

The glide of dislocations and subsequent slip of crystal planes is not possible if the CRSS is not 

exceeded. If, however, the CRSS is exceeded, dislocation movement may still be impeded by the 

presence of obstacles such as solute atoms and precipitate particles. In order for dislocations to 

pass these obstacles, they must climb (edge dislocations) or cross-slip (screw dislocations)12. 

In the process of dislocation climb, vacancies diffuse to the dislocation line (with mechanical 

stress being the driving force) causing the dislocation line to 'climb'. Figure 2.6 illustrates the 

diffusion of a vacancy to the dislocation line resulting in climb of the dislocation by one lattice 

position. 
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edge dj,looation in figure 2.8 (a). In order tor slip {o co"ti 1lLLe. t h~ di, I,,,,,,tioll must glide a 

distance descri~d by (he Burger ', ~CC{or. h, The Rurgcr', vector may be resuhed inlO l"[) 

component<, c ~nd d. which dc,crib<: an "a,i"r path for , lip to [)Ccur, ,ince thi, lowe", the {mal 

'train cncrf!}, Thu, {he d"locatioll di,,,,,,iate, into (" [) partial dis locatio n, (figure 2.8 (b». Thi, 

P""'c" rna) continue "s slmwn hy figure 2.8 (c)_ fe,ulting III a larger ,ep~rat ion between the 

p"-rtial di ,location" 
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jog is , imiiard i'-Con(inuiry, hm,e.er the step in the dislocation line is onto ~ di(Tcr~n( <lip plan~ 

(Jigur~ :.9 (b)). 
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Slip Plane 

Dislocation line 

(a) 
Dislocation line 

/KINK I 
I 

Slip Plane 1 

Slip Plane 2 
Dislocation line 

I Dislocation line 

I 

Figure 2.9: (a) A kink in an edge dislocation. (b) A jog in an edge dislocation. After Stouffer and 

Dame17. 

Because kinks lie in the slip plane, little impediment to dislocation glide is provided. Jogs, 

however, can impede the motion of dislocations or even pin them. By pinning, it is meant that 

the dislocation is prevented from gliding by the jOgl7. 

2.2.2 Diffusion in Metallic Materials 

Diffusion becomes significant in metals at high temperatures (generally greater than 0.4 times the 

melting temperature) and thus a sound understanding of the fundamental principles of diffusion is 

necessary to gain a good understanding of the behaviour of metals at elevated temperatures. Self

diffusion is defined as being the transport of matter in an elemental substance (e.g. Fe atoms 

diffusing through Fe metal). The exact mechanisms of diffusion in solids due to temperature or 

concentration gradients are not certain, however, it is generally accepted that the self-diffusion of 

atoms is equivalent to the diffusion of vacancies through the lattice in the opposite direction 15. At 

high temperatures, there is sufficient thermal energy for diffusion to progress through bulk 

material in grain interiors, whereas at lower temperatures, diffusion occurs along paths offering 

less resistance such as grain boundaries l4
• 

Diffusion occurs in response to the existence of a concentration gradient of the diffusing species. 

In the case of vacancy diffusion, a difference in the concentration of vacancies at one point with 

respect to another will result in a migration of vacancies down the concentration gradient. This 

will obviously only occur when temperatures are high enough for diffusion to be possible. The 
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rate at which this diffusion occurs is defined by a quantity termed the flux, J. Under steady state 

conditions, the flux is proportional to the concentration gradient (equation 2.11) 18. 

J = _D de 

dx 
(2.11) 

This is known as Fick's first law of diffusion. The proportionality constant, D in this equation is 

the diffusion coefficient and is characteristic of the material through which diffusion is occurring. 

del dx is the concentration gradient, where c is the concentration and x the distance over which 

the gradient is calculated. The diffusion coefficient can be calculated using equation 2.12: 

(2.12) 

where, Do is a constant, Qo is the activation energy, R is the universal gas constant and T is the 

absolute temperature. It has been found that the values of Do for different materials with the 

same crystal structure are very similar, indicating that the rate of diffusion is largely dependent 

on the crystal structure of the material. Qo is dependant on the bonding in the material and has a 

significant effect on the rate of diffusion. 

Thus, from equations 2.11 and 2.12, it can be seen that the rate of diffusion is dependent on the 

concentration gradient of diffusing species, the crystal structure and possibly most significantly 

on the temperature (since R is a constant and Do and Qo are constant for a particular material). 

2.2.3 Recovery and Recrystallisation 

2.2.3.1 Stacking Fault Energy 

The stacking fault energy (YSFE) is a material dependent quantity and determines the degree to 

which dislocations will dissociate into partial dislocations. The lower the value of YSFE, the easier 

it is for this dissociation to occur (i.e. the distance between 2 partial dislocations will be large). 

This is significant, because the formation of partial dislocations will hinder the climb and cross

slip of dislocations. Two partial dislocations must recombine before climb or cross-slip is 

possible. Therefore, the climb and cross-slip of dislocations occurs readily in materials with a 

high value of YSFE (where the distance between 2 partial dislocations is small) if there is sufficient 

thermal energy available. Approximate values of YSFE for various materials are tabulated in table 

2.i9
. 
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Material ;/SFE (IllJIll -) 

Aluminium 166 

Copper 78 

Nickel 128 

AISI304 Stainless Steel 21 

Table 2.2: Approximate values of YSFE for various metals l9
. 

Ferritic stainless steels are known to have a high value of YsFF. Thus the rate of dislocation climb 

and cross-slip in these materials occurs more readily than in materials having lower YSFE. 

2.2.3.2 Recovery 

The stored energy in the lattice of a plastically deformed metallic material is high due to the 

formation and movement of dislocations in the microstructure. As a result of this, there is a 

driving force to reduce the amount of stored energy in the microstructure in accordance with the 

second law of thermodynamics. Recovery is the process by which dislocations rearrange 

themselves into low energy configurations, forming a subgrain structure in the lattice. Subgrains 

are defined as grains whose relative misorientation is less than 15°19. In order for this dislocation 

rearrangement to occur, the climb and cross-slip of dislocations must be made possible by the 

availability of thermal energy13. Thus recovery is likely to occur during elevated temperature 

processes such as annealing and hot rolling, where diffusion is possible. Figure 2.10 is a 

schematic diagram illustrating how dislocations in a deformed material are rearranged into sub 

grains, which represent a lower energy configuration due to the reduction in stored energy in the 

lattice. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.10: Plastic deformation results in the multiplication of dislocations (a). With sufficient thermal 

energy, dislocations form subgrains (a lower energy configuration) by climb and cross-slip (b). 
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Since the dislocation rearrangement occurs by the climb and cross-slip of dislocations, and the 

YSFE controls the rate of climb and cross-slip (by determining the stability of partial dislocations), 

the YSFE of a particular material will greatly influence the rate of recovery of that material. A 

material having a high YSFE will therefore recover readily with sufficient thermal energy. For this 

reason, ferritic stainless steels exhibit high rates of recovery. 

As mentioned before, it is important to consider recovery in high temperature processes. This 

includes high temperature creep. Recovery plays an important role in the creep of metallic 

materials at high temperatures under moderate to high stresses20
• 

2.2.3.3 Recrystallisation 

The process of recrystallisation involves the nucleation of new strain-free grains and the growth 

of these grains by means of high-angle (> 15°) grain boundary migration. The term 'nucleation' 

is however used loosely, as nucleation does not occur in the classic thermodynamic sense, but 

rather from small, recovered volumes (subgrains or cells) that are already present in the 

microstructure. The process of recrystallisation is illustrated schematically in figure 2.11. The 

driving force for recrystallisation is the same as that for recovery - lowering of the stored energy 

in the microstructure - therefore recovery and recrystallisation can be seen as competing 

processes. Both processes, however, can and do occur simultaneously, especially considering 

that a recrystallised grain with a low dislocation density must nucleate from some sort of 

substructure. Hence an amount of recovery is necessary for recrystallisation to proceed. If the 

YSFE of a material is low, recovery will be limited and recrystallisation will be the dominant 

process. The converse is also true19
• 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.11: Progression from a recovered microstructure (a) to a fully recrystallised microstructure (c). 
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The coalescence of subgrains during high temperature exposure can result in a microstructure 

with a low dislocation density. In this case, there is no longer a driving force for recrystallisation 

and hence it does not occur and the shape of the grains is not changed from the deformed 

condition. This process is often termed continuous recrystallisation or extended recovery. It is 

likely that extended recovery will only occur in materials with a high rSFE, where the process of 

recovery can occur readily19. 

Although the rSFE of ferritic stainless steels is high, they do undergo recrystallisation at high 

temperatures. It has also been found that ferritic stainless steels exhibit extended recovery at 

moderate (600 - 800°C) temperatures where the available thermal energy is insufficient for high

angle grain boundary migration19. 

2.3 HIGH TEMPERATURE CREEP IN METALLIC MATERIALS 

Creep is defined as the time-dependent deformation of a material under a given stress. The rate 

at which this creep occurs is dependent on the external conditions of temperature and stress 

(equation 2. 13) and on the particular microstructural characteristics of the material in question 

(discussed in following sections). 

i; = f(t, fY, T) (2.13) 

where i: is the creep strain rate, t is the time, (j is the applied stress and T is the temperature. In 

m:etals, creep becomes noticeable at approximately O.4Tm, where Tm is the melting point. Creep is 

therefore a major limitation in designing components for use at elevated temperatures13
,20. Figure 

2.12 shows a characteristic creep strain versus time curve at high temperture and constant load. 
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Primary 
c:: (Transient) 

! 

Secondary 
(Steady-state) 

Time (hours) 

Tertiary 

19 

Fracture 

Figure 2.12: Characteristic creep curve showing primary, secondary and tertiary stages. Co is the 

instantaneous strain on loading and e s is known as the steady-state creep rate. 

Three distinct stages of creep are observed in this plot and each stage can be distinguished by 

investigating the creep rate within that stage. The primary (or transient) stage following 

application of the load is characterised by a decreasing creep rate with time. The creep rate then 

attains a minimum value as a state of equilibrium is reached. This minimum rate is maintained 

resulting in the secondary (or steady-state) stage. Void and crack fonnation result in an increase 

in the creep rate (tertiary stage) eventually resulting in fracture20
• 

Not all materials exhibit a characteristic creep curve21
• The mechanisms of creep defonnation 

(discussed in the following section) vary, depending on the nature and condition of the material, 

the temperature and the applied stress. In a single creep test, a few different defonnation 

mechanisms may be operating either in succession, or simultaneously, yielding a non

characteristic creep curve6
• 

2.4 MECHANISMS OF CREEP DEFORMATION 

2.4.1 Introduction to Creep Deformation Mechanisms 

The deformation of polycrystalline materials is known to occur by the movement of lattice 

defects such as vacancies or dislocations through the crystal lattice22
• High temperatures 

associated with creep provide substantial thennal energy for the movement of these defects. 
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Mechanisms of deformation differ with respect to the type of defect that is moving and how the 

defect moves through the lattice. There is, however, considerable disagreement in past and 

current literature as to the exact workings of certain of these mechanisms during creep and to the 

existence of certain other well established theoretically based mechanisms. These theories will 

be presented in the following sections as they are generally accepted. Debate surrounding these 

theories will be dealt with in sections thereafter. 

There are two primary categories of creep deformation mechanisms that are proposed, namely: 

diffusional creep and dislocation creep. Temperature and stress are the primary factors that 

determine which mechanism operates, resulting in creep. Deformation mechanism maps, devised 

by Ashby3, plot the different proposed mechanisms as a function of normalised stress (with 

respect to the shear modulus) and normalised temperature (with respect to the melting 

temperature) (figure 2.13). 

10-' 

10-2 

I 
ttleorlm:als ~ress t- -

I. I J ~) 
t- -

ISOC Ion 9 e 

10-' 

C) 10-4 
--tl 

10-> 

10-0 

,,~ dislocation reep 

~ r---
Coble creep'" K diffuslJnal c t'lep 

elasti pregimtl "'-
~ '" Nfbarro-Herring "\ 

10-7 

creep 

~ 

10-' 
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

Homologous temperature, TIT m 

Figure 2.13: Example of a defonnation mechanism map. After Ashby.23. 

Each material will have a unique deformation mechanism map. The stress and temperature range 

over which particular deformation mechanisms operate depend largely on the microstructure of 

the material concerned. As can be seen in figure 2.13, creep occurs at elevated temperatures. 

Diffusional creep is usually prevalent at high temperatures and low stresses due to the availability 

of thermal energy for diffusion to occur. As the stress is raised and the temperature lowered, 

dislocation creep takes over as the dominant deformation mechanism. 
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2.4.2 Diffusional Creep Mechanisms 

Nabarr024 was the first to propose self-diffusion as a mechanism of creep deformation. He 

proposed that a shear stress applied to a polycrystalline material would result in an excess of 

vacancies along those grain boundaries under tension and a decrease in the number of vacancies 

along those grain boundaries under compression. A stress-directed flow of vacancies would 

therefore proceed down the concentration gradient from the grain boundaries under tension to 

those under compression. This flux of vacancies can be viewed as a flux of atoms in the opposite 

direction (figure 2.14), resulting in an elongation of the grains in the direction of the tensile axis. 

Herring25 consequently extended this theory to high temperature creep and the mechanism 

became known as Nabarro-Herring creep. 

TENSILE 
AXIS 

Figure 2.14: Arrows indicate the flux of atoms in a polycrystalline material from boundaries under 

compression to those under tension. After Herring25
• 

The steady-state creep rate can be expressed as: 

(2.14) 

where, A is a dimensionless constant, D[ is the coefficient for lattice self-diffusion, G is the shear 

modulus, b is the burger's vector, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, d is the 

grain size,p is the inverse grain size exponent, ais the applied stress and n is the stress exponent. 

For Nabarro-Herring creep, A = 9.3 26,p = 2 and n = 127. 

Both Nabarro and Herring considered the self-diffusion of vacancies (or atoms) through the 

crystal lattice in the grain interiors, but neglected diffusion along grain boundaries. Coble28
, 

while investigating the diffusional creep of alumina (Ah03) found that the oxygen ion (02
-) 

diffusion coefficient was several orders of magnitude lower than that for the Al ion (Ae+). The 
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exhibiting glide-controlled creep, such as solid solution alloys, are known as class I materials. 

Those materials exhibiting recovery-controlled creep, such as pure metals and single-phase 

alloys, are known as class II materials31
• Dislocation creep is also commonly known as power 

law creep and can be expressed using the power law expression (equation 2.15/1
. 

(2.15) 

where A is a constant, (j is the applied stress, n is the stress exponent, d is the grain size, p is the 

inverse grain size exponent, Qc is the activation energy, R is the universal gas constant and Tis 

the absolute temperature. If equations 2.12 and 2.14 are combined, it can be seen that the 

equations for diffusional and dislocation creep are of the same form. Dislocation creep 

mechanisms are generally accepted to be insensitive to grain size (this is discussed further in § 

2.5.1.) and therefore p = O. The creep rate in diffusional creep processes is linearly proportional 

to the stress and hence n = 1 for these mechanisms. Each creep mechanism can be characterised 

by particular values of n and Qc for a particular material, however, using these values as a means 

for identifying creep mechanisms may not be reliable32 (this is discussed in § 2.5.5.). 

Harper-Dorn (H-D) creep is also recognised as a creep mechanism operating by the movement of 

dislocations through the lattice at low stresses. At higher stresses, H-D creep gives way to power 

law creep. H-D creep will be dealt with separately in § 2.4.4. 

Glide-controlled creep occurs by the glide of dislocations through the crystal lattice. It will occur 

if the stress is high enough for the dislocations to overcome obstacles and generally occurs at 

lower temperatures and higher stresses than recovery-controlled creep. The creep rate will be 

determined by the rate at which dislocations move through the lattice22
. The glide of dislocations 

is normally controlled by shear stress, as discussed in § 2.2.1. In the case of glide-controlled 

creep, the increased lattice vibrations due to thermal energy affect the value of the critical shear 

stress required for dislocation mobility. Thus dislocations glide on slip planes by the action of 

thermal energy assisted by the shear stress on those planes and therefore, the controlling factor in 

glide-controlled creep is the activation energy required by a dislocation in order to pass an 

obstacle. The larger the amount of thermal energy introduced (i.e. the higher the temperature), 

the easier it is for the dislocation to overcome the activation energy barrierl7
. 

Evans and Wilshire20 state that the processes of work hardening, recovery and internal stress 

provide a general framework for individual dislocation mechanisms operating during recovery-
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controlled creep. The fundamentals of this dislocation creep process as described by Evans and 

Wilshire are presented. 

The rate of work hardening, h, in metal can be defined by the rate of change of stress as a 

function of strain (equation 2.16). 

(2.16) 

A material with a high dislocation density that is heated sufficiently will undergo recovery (and 

possibly recrystallisation). Recovery occurs by the rearrangement of dislocations into lower 

energy sub-structures and results in the softening (or lowering of the yield stress) of a material as 

described in § 2.1.3. The extent of recovery in a material at a particular temperature is a function 

of the time for which the material is heated. Therefore the rate of recovery, r, can be given by 

equation 2.17. 

r=-(~~) (2.17) 

The processes of work hardening and recovery occur simultaneously at high temperatures, 

resulting in a flow stress that is dependent on both strain and time (equation 2.18). 

u = /(e,t) (2.18) 

In order to find an expression for the strain rate, consider a strain increment, dE over a period of 

time, dt. This yields a change in the flow stress as follows: 

au au 
du = -de+ -dt 

ae at 
(2.19) 

Rearranging equation 2.19 for a situation of steady state creep when the change in flow stress is 

zero (i.e. do- = 0), the following expression for steady-state creep strain rate, ts is obtained: 

de 
dt 

au/at 

au/ae 

r 
(2.20) 

h 

where r is the rate of recovery and h is the rate of work hardening. This expression can be 

written in terms of dislocation density, p, since the flow stress, 0- is a function of p (equation 

2.21). 
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. d£ apjat 
£ = - = - ---=--'---

S dt apja£ 
r 

(2.21) 
h 

Therefore, during high temperature creep, both work hardening and recovery contribute to the 

overall strain rate. The three stages of creep (illustrated in figure 2.12) can now be reviewed and 

described in terms of these processes. Primary creep is characterised by a decreasing creep rate 

with time, which would correspond to a high rate of work hardening. As the creep rate becomes 

steady and secondary creep proceeds, the rate of work hardening and the rate of recovery reach a 

state of dynamic equilibrium of generation and annihilation of dislocations33
. The formation of 

voids and cracks in the material results in an acceleration of the creep rate (i.e. tertiary creep) 

culminating in fracture14
. 

In glide-controlled creep, the thermal energy coupled with the applied stress provided 

dislocations with enough energy to overcome obstacles in the lattice. In recovery-controlled 

creep, dislocations may pile up against obstacles with larger activation energies than that which is 

available. The high temperature at which this mechanism predominates allows diffusion to 

become significant. Thus dislocations are able to move around obstacles by means of climb as 

vacancies diffuse to the dislocation line. It is therefore not necessary for a dislocation to 

overcome the activation energy associated with the particular obstacle. The climb of dislocations 

around obstacles was discussed in greater detail in § 2.2.1. 

The mechanism of grain boundary sliding (GBS) involves the sliding of grains over one another 

by the glide of grain boundary dislocations. Grain boundary migration also occurs by means of 

dislocation climb26
. GBS always operates in conjunction with other mechanisms such as 

diffusion, which act as accommodating processes, maintaining the coherency of the grains within 

the lattice and preventing the formation of voids. Equation 2.14 can be rewritten for GBS 

accommodated by lattice diffusion as follows34
: 

f: = 417 DGBGw (~)3(~) 
GBS kT d G 

(2.22) 

w indicates the grain boundary width. Notice that the stress exponent is equal to unity indicating 

Newtonian viscosity (as with diffusion creep). Also, the strain rate is proportional to the inverse 

of the cube ofthe grain size as is the case with Coble creep. 

Dislocations result in stress fields within the lattice surrounding them. The rearrangement of 

dislocation structures during creep therefore results in an inhomogeneous distribution of internal 
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stress. The driving force causing dislocation movement is therefore not the same everywhere in 

the lattice, since this driving force is given by the difference between the applied stress and the 

internal stress. This inhomogeneity has been observed by means of transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) and it is therefore necessary for any dislocation creep theory to account for 

these observations35 . 

Although much work has been done and much progress made in developing dislocation creep 

theories, there is still a lack of understanding on the effects of particle hardening and of the 

dislocation processes of dynamic recovery33. 

2.4.4 Harper-Dorn Creep 

At high temperatures and low stresses, two possible mechanisms of deformation are thought to be 

possible, namely diffusional creep (N-H creep or Coble creep) or deformation resulting from the 

glide and climb of dislocations (i.e. recovery-controlled creep). The activation energy for creep 

for both of these general mechanisms has been found to be equal to that for self-diffusion, 

indicating that the controlling factor in both of these processes is diffusion. The mechanism, by 

which they proceed, is however distinctly differene6. 

Harper and Dorn36 attempted to distinguish between the operations of these two mechanisms at 

low stresses in pure aluminium. Their results showed that even at stresses as low as O.028MPa, 

primary creep (decreasing creep rate with time) was observed, followed by conventional 

secondary creep. Diffusional creep would not exhibit an initially decreasing creep rate, but rather 

a constant or increasing rate. The creep rate that they observed was also more than two orders of 

magnitude greater than that predicted by the Nabarro-Herring theory for diffusional creep37. 

Harper and Dorn therefore deduced that at high temperatures and low applied stresses, creep of 

pl,lre aluminium proceeds by a dislocation climb process. The secondary creep rate was found to 

vary linearly with stress in the low stress range (viscous flow), but gave way to power law 

dependence at higher values of stress (figure 2.17). Materials that exhibit this linear dependence 

of the creep rate on stress are said to undergo Newtonian or viscous deformation. For this reason, 

H-D creep is also known as Newtonian viscous dislocation creep. The value of the stress 

exponent, n, for H-D creep is therefore equal to 1 (see equation 2.15), as is the case with 

diffusion creep. Although they confirmed the operation of a mechanism of creep other than 

diffusional creep at low stresses, the question as to whether the existence of differing low stress 

and intermediate stress dependencies pointed towards the existence of two distinct dislocation 

mechanisms for creep38. 
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Figure 2.17: Effect of low stresses on the secondary creep rate of high-purity aluminium at 920K. After 

Harper and Dom36
• 

In order to investigate this possibility, they studied the effect of stress on the grain boundary 

shearing or sliding (as a secondary or accommodating creep process). Harper and Dorn 

referenced the work of Fazan et ae9 and McLean40
,41 in order to justify this method of 

investigation. These authors showed that the ratio of grain boundary shearing to the total creep 

strain, &g,/&t> is constant throughout a single test. Additionally, the grain boundary shearing was 

shown to be controlled by the deformation mechanisms within the adjacent grains. This was 

justified by the observation that the activation energy for the shearing was found to be the same 

as that for creep within the grains. They postulated therefore that changes observed in grain 

boundary shearing could reflect changes in crystallographic deformation mechanisms38
• 

The ratio, &g,/ Ct, was shown to be independent of strain and time by the same authors as quoted by 

Harper and Dorn39
,40,41 and was calculated at various stresses and found to be a function of the 

stress. This stress dependence is illustrated in figure 2.18, where a designates the deformation 

mechanism operating in the low stress range and p the mechanism operating in the intermediate 

stress range. It can be clearly seen that the stress dependence of this ratio changes dramatically 

between the low and intermediate stress ranges. This, together with the observation that subgrain 

formation occurred in the intermediate stress range and not in the low stress range gave evidence 

supporting the view of two distinct deformation mechanisms38
• 
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Figure 2.18: Stress dependence of &gi/e, ratio indicating two distinct deformation mechanisms operating in 

low and intermediate stress ranges respectively. After Harper and Dom38
• 

Harper and Dom38 proposed that the deformation mechanism operating at intermediate stresses 

was recovery-controlled creep. This was supported by the observed presence of subgrains and 

calculating the value of activation energy to be equal to that for self-diffusion. The creep 

deformation resulting from the mechanism proposed at low stresses was reported to be caused by 

the glide of jogged screw dislocations, however little detail is given as to the precise 

mechanism38
• 

Many authors38
,42,43,44 have attempted to investigate the physical mechanism by which H-D creep 

proceeds. Despite these attempts, H-D creep is still the subject of much speculation45
• Arde1l42 

used the dislocation network model to predict the transition stress from H-D to power law creep. 

This model indicates that creep occurs by means of constrained dislocation motion (glide and 

climb) as the dislocation network is coarsened. Nabarr043 pointed out the main characteristics of 

H-D creep as observed by experiment. The most significant of these are perhaps the linear 

dependence of strain rate on the applied stress, the independence of strain rate on grain size, the 

general disagreement between authors as to the presence of subgrains37 and the initially high and 

decreasing dislocation density which reaches a constant value during steady state creep and is 

independent of the applied stress. The presence of heavily stepped (jogged) dislocations 

indicating cross-slip or climb (and hence possibly recovery) was also observed. Nabarro 

suggested a dislocation climb process at constant dislocation density, which is controlled by the 

Peierls stress (or CRSS). 

Wang44 developed a microphysical model similar to that of Nabarro, with a few important 

differences, which will be detailed further. The model, which agrees very well with experimental 
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data, proposes that creep occurs by means of dislocation glide and climb at constant dislocation 

density, ps. ps is determined by the Peierls stress; however, H-D creep is found to occur at 

stresses lower than the Peierls stress. This is made possible, since dislocations can move by the 

migration of thermally activated kinks. The stress required for the migration of kinks is only a 

fraction of the Peierls stress, which is required for dislocation glide under normal conditions. 

Creep strain in Nabarro's climb model was produced by the climb of dislocations, whereas Wang 

has suggested that strain results from dislocation glide and that the climb of dislocations controls 

only the rate of strain44
. 

2.4.5 Debate Over the Theory of Diffusional Creep 

The mechanisms of creep deformation at very low stresses have generally been accepted to be 

the mechanisms of diffusion creep and H-D creep. Certain authors29 accept both mechanisms as 

being viable for producing strains in materials at high temperatures and accept the theory for 

diffusion creep as being sound46
. However, the validity of the experimental evidence for the 

theory of diffusion creep has been seriously questioned by authors such as Ruano et aI.47
,48,49 and 

Wilshire50
. A major point of contention is the observed presence of denuded zones (see § 2.4.2) 

in particle-strengthened materials that have crept under conditions of high temperature and low 

stress. Ruano and coworkers have rejected the presence of such zones as conclusive evidence 

for the existence of diffusion creep. The basis of this rejection is the observation of denuded 

zones under conditions where the stress exponent was greater than unity (the required stress 

exponent for diffusion creep), indicating the operation of dislocation creep mechanisms. An 

alternative mechanism involving either the dissolution or 'sweeping' of precipitates at moving 

grain boundaries was proposed for the formation of denuded zones. The presence of denuded 

zones on grain boundaries parallel to the applied stress have added weight to this view49
. 

Although Ruano does not accept the theory of diffusional creep, he admits that the Nabarro

Herring model is the most elegant and sound of all creep theories49
. This model (as described in 

§ 2.4.2) accounts for the creation of vacancies at grain boundaries. It also serves as a foundation 

for other creep theories involving the glide and climb of dislocations. However, Ruano and 

coworkers49 do not accept that grain boundaries are good sources and sinks for vacancies. 

Nabarr051 acknowledges the objections against diffusional creep processes, but maintains that 

diffusional creep represents a substantial part of the total strain in a creep test performed under 

the appropriate conditions of stress and temperature. He claims the evidence used to prove that 

denuded zones are not the result of diffusional creep is flawed. Specifically, the particles near a 

grain boundary could not be 'swept' by the grain boundary during migration since the particles 

would be accumulated on one side of the boundary and this is not observed. Also, as has been 
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shown in the case of Mg hardened by precipitates of ZrH2, the precipitates could not have gone 

into solution, since the denuded zones have been observed to be denuded of zirconium (in, or out 

of solution)5! . 

At the time, Nabarro stated that it was clear that the theory of diffusional creep, although sound 

in principle is still very incomplete5!. However, McNee70 et al. recently published fairly 

conclusive evidence for the theory of diffusion creep, using surface scratch measurements and 

observations of denuded zones. 

2.4.6 Debate over the Theory of Harper-Dorn Creep 

The debate surrounding the theory of H-D creep is centred on the unconvmcmg evidence 

proposed for this theory. Although the mechanism is supposedly well established, there are 

authors45, who have questioned the existence of H-D creep as a unique creep mechanism because 

of the experimental uncertainty. The stress exponent for H-D creep should be unity (indicating 

Newtonian viscosity). Blum and Maier45 found in their investigation of pure Al that this 

exponent was much larger than unity. This was used as confirmation for rejecting the mechanism 

ofH-D creep. 

Nabarro52 pointed out that the stress levels at which Blum and Maier conducted their tests was 

beyond the transition stress at which H-D creep gives way to power law creep. He noted further 

that the quantitative model for H-D creep has been very successful when compared with 

experimental data. In a more recent paper5!, he noted that there is strong evidence for and against 

the theory, which, as with all creep theories to date, is incomplete. 

2.5 MICROSTRUCTURAL EFFECTS ON HIGH TEMPERATURE CREEP 

BEHAVIOUR 

The high temperature creep strength of a particular material under given conditions is influenced 

by the microstructure of the material. The degree to which the various microstructural 

characteristics influence the creep strength will, in turn, depend on the operating mechanism of 

deformation. The creep deformation mechanism active in the material will be largely determined 

by the external conditions such as stress and temperature! 4. The effects of grain size, solid 

solution particles, precipitate particles and the dislocation sub-structure on the creep properties 

will be discussed with respect to diffusional and dislocation creep. 
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2.5.1 Grain Size 

In diffusion creep, the grain size is of great significance, since a larger grain size means that the 

distances over which diffusion must take place are greater. This significance is clear when 

considering equation 2.14 with the appropriate factors and exponents27
. Equations 2.23 and 2.24 

describe the relationship between creep strain rate, grain size and stress for N-H and Coble creep 

respectivell6
. 

t = 9.3DzGb (~)2(~) 
N-H kT d G (2.23) 

t = 33.4DGBGb (~)3(~) 
C kT d G 

(2.24) 

As can be seen, in N-H creep, the creep rate is proportional to the inverse of the square of the 

grain size (d)24, whereas in Coble creep, the creep rate is proportional to the inverse of the cube of 

d 28. In the case of Coble creep, where diffusion occurs along grain boundaries, the dependence 

on the grain size is stronger. 

The dependence of the creep rate on grain size for dislocation creep mechanisms is not very well 

agreed upon53
. In general, based on investigations of pure AI, it is assumed that dislocation creep 

is grain size independent36
. However, it has been found that the creep rate may increase, decrease 

or remain insensitive to grain size during dislocation creep as the grain size is varied. This grain 

size dependence is influenced by the nature of the material, the range of grain sizes tested and the 

external conditions of stress and temperature32
. In an investigation into the creep of copper32

, it 

was found that the stress exponent, n, decreased with decreasing grain diameter while p increased 

over the same range. Thus, even if the value ofp is assumed to be zero for dislocation creep, as it 

generally is, the grain size will still influence the value of n and hence the creep rate. 

2.5.2 Solid Solution Atoms 

The rate of self-diffusion in pure metals and solid solution alloys is nearly identical; therefore, it 

seems clear that solute atoms do not offer any hindrance to vacancy diffusion54
. However, it has 

been found that a change in the concentration of solute atoms in dilute solid solution alloys can 

result in a change in the activation energy for self-diffusion, and hence the diffusion coefficient, 

by affecting the atomic mobility in the lattice. This change in activation energy could be either 

positive or negative, depending on the lattice and the solute atoms present. A positive change 
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could result from an increased vacancy concentration resulting from the presence of the solute 

atoms in the lattice 55. The effects of large amounts of alloying elements on the creep properties is 

difficult to determine, since other factors, such as lowering of the melting point, have a large 

effect56
. An example is in a-titanium, where it has been found that self-diffusion is enhanced by 

the presence of small concentrations of interstitial impurities such as Fe, Co and Ni57 

Unfortunately little information could be found on the self-diffusion in ferrite (iron) in the 

presence of interstitial and substitutional impurities. Obviously, this effect of solute atoms on the 

rate of diffusion will result in a proportional effect on the creep rate during diffusional creep, 

since the steady-state creep rate is directly proportional to the diffusion coefficient (see equation 

2.14). 

Solute atoms strain the lattice of the material in which they are present. The magnitude of this 

strain field is related to the difference in size between the solute and the solvent atoms. The 

strain field can be minimised if the solute atoms position themselves near a dislocation. For this 

reason, there is an attractive interaction that exists between solute atoms and dislocations. The 

clusters of solute atoms around dislocations are known as solute atmospheres. Because of these 

internal lattice strains due to the presence of solute atoms, the ability of dislocations to propagate 

is reduced, thus, the material is strengthened56
. 

The attraction between solute atoms and dislocations results in solute atmospheres being dragged 

by dislocations as they glide through the lattice. The rate at which a dislocation can move is 

therefore dependent on how fast it can drag its solute atmosphere {due to the attractive 

interactionio. This strengthening effect is not usually effective at high temperatures, since the 

solute atoms can diffuse faster than the dislocations can movel4
. Distinction should be made 

between solid solution hardening (produced by randomly distributed, immobile solute atoms) and 

Cottrell locking (the resistance to glide produced by a dislocations solute atmosphere). The creep 

rate in this case can be given by equation 2.25: 

i; = pbv (2.25) 

where p is the density of mobile dislocations, b is the Burger's vector and v is the average 

dislocation velocity20. 

The presence of solute atoms in the lattice can also greatly reduce the stacking fault energy 

resulting in large partial dislocation separations. Since climb and cross-slip cannot occur unless 

partial dislocations recombine, the process of recovery, and hence recovery-controlled creep, is 

inhibited to a large extent54
. 
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2.5.3 Precipitate Particles 

Most commercial creep resistant alloys rely on strengthening by means of a fme dispersion of 

precipitate or insoluble particles54,58. Precipitate particles should provide very little if any 

hindrance to diffusion through the lattice, however the effects of precipitation on diffusional 

creep can still be large when considering the accommodating process of grain boundary sliding. 

Since grain boundaries parallel to the tensile axis in diffusion creep must slide past one another, 

an accumulation of precipitate particles on these boundaries will impede the sliding and reduce 

the creep rate14,51. Should the grain boundaries become pinned, the premature formation of 

cavities and intergranular cracking is more likely, thus reducing the creep ductility of the 

material54. Another disadvantage of precipitation at grain boundaries is that it can lead to room 

temperature embrittlement58. 

Precipitates are effective at obstructing the movement of dislocations at high temperatures in the 

same manner as they do at ambient temperatures. Dislocations must overcome these obstacles by 

climb and cross-slip as shown in figure 2.7 in §2.2.1. Thus under conditions of stress and 

temperature where dislocation creep is predominant, precipitate particles are effective at reducing 

the creep rate20,59. In order for this method of strengthening to be the most effective, the 

precipitates should be small and finely dispersed. A fine dispersion will ensure that the distance 

between two adjacent precipitates is not large enough for a dislocation to bow between them and 

continue to glide through the lattice54. 

2.5.4 Optimal Microstructure for Creep Resistance 

In order to optimize the microstructure for high creep resistance, certain guidelines should be 

followed. The following are a summary of the guidelines set out by Honeycombe54. 

Certain alloys are able to resist stresses at particular temperatures better than others simply 

because they have a higher melting point than others. Thus for a particular application, the 

melting point of the alloy should be higher than the service temperature by a sufficient amount in 

order to minimise the creep rate. Table 2.3 lists the ratio of recommended maximum service 

temperature, Ts, to the melting temperature, Tm, for various alloys14. 
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Base metal Alloy TslT m 

a - iron Complex ferritic alloy 0.48 

y - iron Austenitic alloy containing cobalt 0.59 

Aluminium Complex alloy 0.56 

Nickel Nimonic 90 0.68 

Magnesium Complex alloy 0.62 

Table 2.3: Ratio of T /Tm for various creep resistant alloys. After Smallmanl4
. 

A material with a low stacking fault energy will have a high resistance to creep deformation, 

since most of the dislocations exist as partial dislocations with large separation distances, which 

cannot climb or cross-slip past obstacles easily. 

Solute particles that have a large difference in atomic size to the atoms in the matrix will result in 

large lattice strains, which significantly impede dislocation motion. A solute such as this will 

however probably not have a very high solid solubility. It is useful for solid solutions to have 

long range order, since dislocations in such ordered alloys (known as super-dislocations) are 

paired in a similar fashion to partial dislocations, which inhibits their ability to climb and cross

slip. 

As has been previously mentioned, precipitation strengthening is very effective, especially in 

reducing the rate of dislocation creep. The problem encountered at high temperatures is that 

diffusion becomes significant and the precipitates coarsen resulting in the possibility of 

dislocations bowing between precipitates. In order to reduce the amount of coarsening that takes 

place at high temperatures, elements that diffuse slowly and are less soluble in the matrix than 

other elements should be chosen for the formation of precipitates. 

Precipitation on grain boundaries and dislocations is also advantageous, since it impedes grain 

boundary sliding and dislocation movement. 

2.5.5 Practical Identification of Creep Mechanisms 

Various methods of determining the creep deformation mechanism operating in a particular alloy 

under particular conditions exist. In order to accurately determine the mechanism, it is 

sometimes necessary to use more than one of these methods. Certain methods make use of 

calculating particular material parameters, whereas others involve the direct observation and 

interpretation of microstructural features such as precipitates and subgrain structure. 
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In general, the creep rate measured during a creep test is proportional to the applied stress raised 

to some power (the stress exponent, n). The value of n allows some distinction to be made, since 

its value depends on the operative mechanism6o
,61 of deformation. The values of n tabulated in 

table 2.4 are approximate and may vary considerably depending on the microstructure and other 

external factors. For example, creep by dislocation glide in a solid solution alloy (class I 

material) yields a value for n of approximately 3 61 (as opposed to >5 as indicated in table 2.4). 

Also, as has been discussed in § 2.5.1, certain mechanisms are more dependent on grain size than 

others. For this reason, the inverse grain size exponent, p, may also be calculated and used as a 

distinguishing factor. These values (both n and p) should however be used with caution, since 

variations in the grain size can result in changes to the value of n. For this reason, Wilshire and 

Palmer32 state that it is not possible to reliably identify the creep mechanism by considering only 

the values of n and p. 

Mechanism Stress exponent, n 

Diffusional Creep 1.0 

Dislocation Glide > 5.0 

Dislocation Climb 4.5 

Grain Boundary Sliding 2.0 

Harper-Dorn Creep 1.0 

Table 2.4: Values of stress exponent, n, for various creep deformation mechanisms. 

A careful evaluation of the dislocation structure after a creep test can help in identifying the 

operative mechanism. The presence of a dislocation substructure after creep would indicate that 

recovery has taken place and that the rate controlling process was probably the climb and cross

slip of dislocations. If, on the other hand, dislocations are observed randomly arranged and 

bowed between precipitate particles, it is likely that glide-controlled creep has been the dominant 

mechanism61
. 

The various modes of dislocation creep are relatively easy to detect by inspection of the stress

and inverse grain size exponent together with an observation of the microstructure. Diffusional 

creep and H-D creep however both yield a stress exponent of unity. Langdon27
,29,62 devised a 

method using marker lines scribed on the specimen surface to distinguish between these 

mechanisms, which will be outlined below. 

Consider the arrangement of three rectangular grains illustrated in figure 2.19 (a) with vertical 

marker lines AA' and BB' scribed on the surface. Diffusion creep requires that grain boundary 
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th i' ca,~ i, USU" liy "'b, blll c-onk] al'<O r~p"'",ol MD. Cr. ~ I n or Si . Fc,Nh rn a} prccipi l"i<: m 

te rritic sl"inlcs< <Iee l< duri ng , low cooling [rom hi gh annealing IcmpcrH lu",. or by holding at 

con<la nt temperaru", belween aprro~ im ately 820°(' Hnd <) JO°C ". 

The en ;""t oh lain~d b} the oddition ofNh on lhi: creep "lrcLlgt.h ho' been amibllied m"stl) 10 the 

I'rccipilalion of Ihe I.m e, rha,C,·ll .", I","e,er. ""lid _""Imion ,trenglh<:ning is eq ually lihly. 

<:specially if di<local rOO cre<:p i. lhe domillanT mechanism and Ih~ SffVice leml'erature is 1101 ton 
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high '" a, to all"w solute dilT",i(ln (,"" ~ 2.5.:') A high fmal ann,'alin g temperature ~nsure' 

" ,1111 inn "f any I ""c< phase p,,,,,,,m "flo"~ th~'mOl"cd,"nical pn.x.e""'f\ an~ enable' 1",-e'r,tat lO.n 

10 llCCllr l~1 grain bOllw\urics und "ithin wain, as n<lep proceed,". 

1.7. I Ceo<·,.,,1 J\klh"d"I"1:J 

A ",'ep tesl mea,UI'~' th,- time d~pcndcnt dcfonnalion ,,[ ~ moicri,,1 lI,odeT l'.-e''''l,-rmiTIc~ 

wnditi(\n, "ft~mpcralu,,' a"d 'Ire,". rwo ,innia, le'b, ",hid, C"" u"",lh be c(}fI{iuc'cJ n" lb" 

Silme '" <imi lar rigs. ,"" the st"'~<-rnpture and the stress -relaxat lnn 1",1. The str""-rnptur~ t~'>l i. 

, jmply a crcep 1~>I ill which nlll} Ih~ 'imc 10 '''plLJr~ i, JJJc"",red "' cnn-t"nl l~lIlp~ral"rc and 

str"" In a slre,>--rcla>.atKm kst the specimen i, ,tra ined t() a pl'cd~wrmilK'd value and the '>lrc", 

nn lhe speci men i, mea,ured a, a funclin" of time"'. 

A c"''''P 'e,' rig i, d~,igjl",ll" ,"""""e 'he ddorm"""" of" parliCIII"T "'~'cT;ol wi lh re_peell" 

tim" under wndit;(}115 (}f cOII,lam tcmremture'" Two rrm1ary types "I ,.,ps are avaI lable, 

n"nlC'ly: Lon<lan! In...;] an~ cnn<;rant Slrc« crecp 'e,t rigs. Thc fTH I< 1 cnflllll'~1 (If Ihe,," " 1J.c 

con'lanl Iv"d rig. wh~r~ " cvn,t"nl 1"00 is "pplied III " 'iX'C1IIlCII ;n "n;d~'dl lcn,;o[\, ~'lhcr 

dir~CII) (by suspending lhe load fTOm lhc spccjm~n), vr by mcan< vf a lever-arm. A schematic (}f 

a lever-arm 1)-1"', constant load """'P rig is Shl'" n in Ilgure 2.21 . 

..,.,.., "" fbj 

~ 
I 

Flgu.-~ 2.2 1: I WeT-"",' tyr' OOIlSlrnliiood. uniaxiallcnsioo ""'''I' Ie" rig. 
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A constant stress creep test rig makes use of precision machined cams to reduce the load (and 

hence keep the stress constant) as the specimen increases in length and decreases in cross

sectional area 66. 

In order to measure the extension of the specimen, an extensometer system is used that attaches 

directly onto the specimen gauge length and transmits the extension to a strain measuring device 

such as a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) outside the furnace66
. 

2.7.2 Review of ASTM Standards 

ASTM Standard E139-003 outlines the standard practice for conducting creep, creep rupture and 

stress rupture tests of metals. The standard includes methodology for determining the amount of 

time dependent deformation a material undergoes during a creep test as well as outlining the 

minimum requirements for creep testing equipment. Given that an objective of this project is to 

design, build and commission a set of creep testing machines, the aspects of this standard relating 

to the requirements for creep testing will be reviewed. 

Creep testing equipment: 

Precaution should be taken to ensure that load is applied to the specimens as axially as possible 

(the maximum bending strain should not exceed 10% of the axial strain). 

The machine should incorporate means of taking up the extension of the specimen so that the 

load will be maintained within the required limits and the extension of the specimen should not 

introduce any eccentricity of loading. The take-up mechanism should avoid introducing shock 

loads, overloading or torque to the system. 

The machine should be erected in such a way as to minimise the transmission of shock due to 

external causes. 

For materials tested at high temperatures, which are attacked by their environment (e.g. 

oxidation), it may be desirable to enclose the specimen in an inert capsule. 

Heating apparatus: 

The heating apparatus should be an electric resistance or radiation furnace that allows a constant 

temperature to be maintained in air at atmospheric pressure. This apparatus should be able to 

control temperature to within the limits given in table 2.5: 
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Temperature Range Temperature Limits 

:0;; 1000 °C ±2°C 

> 1000 °C ± 3 °C 

Table 2.5: ASTM prescribed temperature limits for creep testing of metallic materials. 

Temperature measuring equipment: 

The temperature measurement devices must be sufficiently sensitive to ensure temperature 

control according to the limits tabulated in table 2.5. 

The appropriate thermocouples, depending on the temperature range being measured, should be 

used for temperature measurement. These thermocouples should be kept clean and should be 

regularly calibrated. Other temperature measuring, controlling and recording instruments should 

also be calibrated regularly. 

Extensometer system: 

The sensitivity and accuracy of the strain measuring system should be suitable to define the creep 

characteristics with the precision required for the application of the data. 

The extensometer should be attached directly to opposite sides of the specimen and the reported 

strain should be the average of strains on the two sides (obtained mechanically or electrically) or, 

the average of two separate readings. 

The extensometer should be attached to the reduced region of the specimen (gauge length) itself 

and not to any load carrying parts joined to the specimen (e.g. grips), however, for materials with 

low ductility, it is satisfactory to attach the extensometer to the specimen shoulders. 

The extensometer should be well enough secured to the specimen that it does not slip due to a 

reduction in specimen area. 

2.7.3 Sag Testing Techniques 

The sag test has been developed as a less time consuming and more cost effective means of 

comparing the creep strength of various alloys. The specimens used for sag testing are strips of 

material 1" wide and ll.x" long with a .x ",90° locating bend at one end (figure 2.22r· 
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CHAPTER 3 

CONSTANT LOAD CREEP TEST RIG 

3.1 BACKGROUND TO THE DESIGN 

3.1.1 Design Statement 

To design a creep test rig capable of accurately measuring the extension of various materials 

under a range of conditions of stress and temperature as a function of time. 

3.1.2 Creep Test Rig Design Requirements 

There are certain requirements that must be met by the design of the creep rig. Specifically, the 

design must: 

• meet the criteria set out in the ASTM E139-003 standards for the creep testing of metallic 

materials (see § 2.7.2). 

• be able to accurately measure the extension of a specimen as a function of time. 

• be able to be used for stress relaxation testing as well as creep testing. 

• be able to be used for testing a wide range of materials having different creep characteristics. 

3.1.3 Creep Test Rig Design Constraints 

There are certain factors that constrain the design of the creep test rig. The rig should: 

• be able to be manufactured within a reasonable timeframe. 

• be as cost effective as possible, without compromising on any of the requirements set out 

above. 

• be o£ sucb a quality tbat it wi.ll be able to be used for numerous years with minimal 

maintenance. This requires the use of specialised materials such as nickel superalloys. 

3.2 DESIGN CONCEPT FORMATION 

It was decided from the start that the design of a constant stress creep test rig would be too 

complex, given the time and other resources available. Also, there is no significant advantage to 

using a constant stress rig that would warrant its use for this application. 
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The init ial design eOtlCepl "I'the ri!(, illust'"ted in II );Y<" 11, is similar 10 "") c"mmerciail) 

",aibhk c"nstantload creep lesl rig.. 

Fi~ur< J. I: C ''''''<pi design of lewr-arm 1ype. COllsWnt load ~"IT"I' 1«1 rig. 

n>e specimen I, l>eld bemeen the ft'ips in ttle furnace. In ,'nler 10 "ppi) " C"nSlant load I" Ihe 

specimen. weighls muslix p laced OTl Ihc weil'hT pan. This I[)ad is Iransmined 10 Ihe ;pee,men b~ 

ttle In"r in pm)XlM"'n w ith th~ lever ,"Iio. The lemperature i, mainlai"ed at a co"st,,,11 le,cl by 

fhe /ilrnace. which e"c l"ses Ihe specimen and grips. An exlensomd~r s~st~no (nol show" in 

figllre ).1) i; m"de up oj' r"ds Ihat e~wnd inT" tl>C furnace and auach directl) t[) Ihe ,;pecim~n 

gause length. rhe relati," dispbcement [)flile rod:; is mcH,urcd oUlSide Ihe Ihrnace alld th~ daTa 

is logged using. a suiTahle dafa-Io&\,,,!( packa!(e 

3.3 SPECWICATIO~ OF CREEl' TEST RIG DESIG:" 

n)e c""stant Io."ld cr~ep test rig, sho"n in figure 3.2. hHs been dc;ig,ned 10 c,m)oml 10 Ihe 

requ irc",eOlts and crileria WI "ut in § .1. I. Tw" identical ri!'(s were built 10 "nab'" simultaneous 
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("omIUni Loud (reep 1<", Rly 

T~\I' 10 he run. sillc~ c'"ep k><ls arc h: n~lllre loog ,,' duraTion, A '~I of technical dm" in~' of the 

In";n comron~nts of th~ rig, hJ' )It:en ;ndude,1 in Arrent'" t\ Th~ linal (ksigJl ha, lh" 

fo)lo" ing capn!>i) itics and t"ature.: 

• A t<;SI ing \empe"'\ ure, mnge from [,mni"nt t<;mperature To )2HWC 

• A ,erti,al tlLhl; tilfnace "iTh thr~e independently controlled heating zones to maimain 

I~"'pc,"\ure within li"'i\' pr,,->crilxd by ASTM 'l.andard EU9.QO' (""I; tabk 2.5), 

• An adj uSlable Je\-er-arm rat io () :J. 1'5 or 1'1 OJ to allo" load, ht:tween ± ) Olg and 1 OOOkg to 

)It: "ppiied 10 lhe 'pee,men III lI1!ax,"1 ten'lOn 

• Seltc"li~n ing I'oo-end ileal'ings nt the top and hOltom of the load tfain ensnre (ha! Ihe load i, 

appl ied as a~ ially as (Xlssihk. 

• Dl;sign oflh~ hot pull rods and grip, allo" bulh pinned and !h",aded SJl<'clmens 10 lk Jested, 

• A ,;e",,, jad. at the hase orlm, load t,~jn enank-" the "ertical (Xl,itioning orlhe lo"er plLll rod 

10 allo" 'ariou> [""glh 'p"cim<:ns 10 lk lested and (s u;ed for load "pplicalion ,Iurinl! ,Ire" 

",["x"lion le.I". 

• A dala acqui.ilioo 'y,tem. ",hich alkm" load, c,len,ion and "",dJllcn !c"'per"lu", 10 Ix 

logg"d as a [uncllOn of lime 

lov.,_.,m _~ ___________ 

-~ -

Fi~"r. 3.2: Photograph of (h~ co"<I",,, Iood cr~"''P 1<:" rig. 
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Con.llunl LIUIU Creq Te,[ RIg 

I h~ malerials sulcdeJ for conslruelion of lh~ rig ",em ,elecled to pro> iJ~ suffic>cm propctlies to 

en, uJ'c a f!.c>od ""vic.e litC tor the rig. Iklo" i, a Ii" orl ile mal~rial , u....;d tn, the man"facl"rc 01 

Thc mai n c.{)nlponcnt, of Ihe ,rc~p ICSI rig, 

Components Materials Used 

Frame M,ld steel (painted) 

Base plates 3CR12 Corrosion resistant steel 

Lever-arm 3CR12 Corrosion res stant steel 

Upper and lower puIT rods 316 Stainless steel 

PuH ,od connectors 316 Stairiess steel 

Hot pull rods Haynes 2~O alioy 

Threaded speclIl1en grips Haynes 230 alk,y 

Extensometer damps and rods InCCl1el601 allO'f 

Screw jack components 304 Stainless sleei 

TQblr 3.1: Material, ",oJ fo, the rnatlUj"'>l~'" of lh~ main "'''''f'O'1<'nU5 ofthe lig. 

The dala a,qui"itioll s}st~m (figw-e 3.3) COIl,ist, of ,'ario,"' .o;c,,:,ors. a ~()/llrol lInil anJ daw 

acquisition sofmare programmed in ~licro"oft Visual Ba<Jc 6.0~, 

Figure 3.3: Tho control "nil and COmp",er of tile e"op tc'<I rig di!.li!. acquisition system. 

Thi. '«., Ilware has tb~ capal>ility 10 log dala at user (Ioofincd lime interval>. f'-"Ch rig has a "hannel 

for logg in g load and another 10t logging the _'peclInen extcn.ion. T"o ~hannds are ,"'I-aside 0" 

eacb rig 10 log the temperalure (m Ibe!Op and honom Oflhc s>",,,imen l'hi. allo,",s any \crtical 

temrcml UTe dlSlribUlion to be mon it ored 

Tbe sensors 1><-ing used 00 ea"h rig in"lu<le a load cell, a linc:u \ariahle differentialtran<;J"cer 

(L VDT) and 1\, 0 Iype-K Ihermoc-ouples. The spec ili~alion., of each """.'IOr arc given in table 3.2. 
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Sensor Specification 

GEFRAN TU Compact Load Cell 0.2% accuracy; 0 - 100kg load range 

GEFRAN TU Compact Load Cell 0.2% accuracy; 0 - 1000kg load range 

SOLARTRON LVDT ± 25mm measurement stroke 

Type-K thermocouples (2 x) ± 1°C 

Table 3.2: Creep test rig sensors. 

It was decided to purchase two load cells for use in different load ranges. With a load accuracy 

of 0.2% of the full-scale load, the accuracy of a reading of 50kg with the 0 - 1000kg load cell 

would only yield an accuracy of 50kg ±lkg (i.e. ± 2%). Depending on the chosen load, the load 

cells can be interchanged accordingly. 

3.4 DISCUSSION OF CREEP TEST RIG DESIGN 

3.4.1 Structural Components 

The structural components of the creep test rig include the load frame and the base plates. The 

frame, constructed from welded box section mild steel tube (50 x 50 x 4.5 mm), provides the 

backbone of the rig. Figure 3.2 clearly shows a labelled photograph of the rig indicating the 

frame and other main components. 

There are two base plates; (upper and lower) between which the load is applied. Each plate was 

machined from 16mm thick 3CR12 corrosion resistant steel. These plates are bolted to the load 

frame and have been designed to be able to withstand the maximum applied load of 1000 kg. 

3CRl2 corrosion resistant steel was selected as it offers good oxidation resistance and is more 

cost -effective than other corrosion resistant steels such as austenitic stainless steel. 

3.4.2 Load Application Components 

As has been previously described, the load is applied to a specimen by means of a lever through 

the pull rods. The lever consists of two 3CR12 corrosion resistant steel plates that have been 

bolted together with spacing blocks between them. Two deep groove ball bearings (SKF 6006-

2Z) allow the lever to move freely about the fulcrum. Figure 3.4 illustrates the assembly of the 

lever, fulcrum and upper base plate. 
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Com/Uni LoadCreep res/ Rig 

• 
~I •• 

~ ...... - • 

• 

l.-_amt 

, ,-

+ 
I 

" ~. 

o Topofl<>ldframe 

• Up~r pLJI ro<I 

, 

• • • 

• 

• 

LLGlNO 

5 Upper b • .., plote 

~ Cou""" weight 

7 SKF 6OOIl-?-Z '*'rin9 

t';gulX' 3.4: Ass.mbly of l .... r, /i,lcrum ond upp'" b"o l'b'~. 

The count~r weight (No. Ii in figu,.., 3.4) i, threaded onto the end of the I"'~r. Thi, allo", the 

10",110 be adju"ed by SIll"ll increments hy s<orewing lh~ "'~ighl in th~ appropriarc direction. This 

i, impol1ant to aUo" th~ load to be Z<'rt",d "hil~ thc fumacc i, l"'ing lwal~d. 

The ASTM I"Ll9-0fl ,tandard' requires that the load be applied as axially a, p""ihle to the 

spe~irr"'''. In ord'-T to ensure lhis. lh~ upper and lower pun rod, are allac),(..:) by means of self; 

aligning rod-end hearing' to the le~er and the load cell respe~1ive[y. 

The pull rod, and specimen grips required a careful materials sde<:lion, lx<:aus<;' of the need tor 

good ,lrenglh Hnd o"iddti"" reSiSl""~C "l high t'-~npeM"r~,. The co,1 and "YHibhility of "iloy, 

"",cling lh~,~ req"if(ments "I"" Hdded 10 the ,Iifficulty "r selecti ng " su itahle alloy, The alloy, 

idenlified as candidate, lor this application were Nimon,c 115, [ncOllel MA256 (mechanically 

alloyed with Y,O,) and Hayncs 230' allo~s. T"hlc 3.3 Ii,ts lhe composiliom oflh.,e "mleriHls. 

Nor"orur. 115 lnco""l MA 2.'>6 Haynes 230 

" 60.0 "' 780 ,; 570 
C, 14.2 C, '00 C, 22.0 
Co 125 eo '.0 w '" " ., " 00 Co " ,; 38 ,; 

" eo 3.0 
Mo '2 ',0, oe Mo 2.0 

fable 3.3: I abk ;ik)wing c,""par~liyc comp",ition, (in "" "!oJ ti)r candid"!e mmori"h f<>r pull w,h and 

gr'ps. 
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Con Slam Load CItlep Test Rig 

Illltmll,. tI", matenals selectIOn w~s onl" between the NlnlOllIC and Incoocl alloys. Sloee the,e 

matenals were ~pparently gomg to l>e anlbble ~t ~ reduced price Thl' Ha\Th:' 230" was 

Indulkd as a candldate material "hen i! "'as lOund that the other alloys could not be ob(runlu a( a 

reduccd pnce The Ha\Th:' alloy, although no( <IS good <IS thc Nimooic and Incooel ~lloy', offers 

c~cellcn( hIgh (emp.;rature mength ffild OXld:!1I011 re'llSlance and is mOre cost eff<)Cli,'e. 'Ibe 

mJIlufaclure", oftl", alloy (Hayne, IntilllmlJOllal) drum that II can be used for continUOUS sen'lce 

It\ all oxidising em'irmm"nt at temp"ratur"s up to 115()"C Some ofthu properlle, of the Ha\1JC' 

alloy are tabulated 'n !.able 3A 

PROPERTY VALUE 

Y,BId Stmngth 395 MP" 

1000 hr Rupture Stress (870°C) 66 MPa 

1000 hr Ruptllre Stress (1150"Cj 41 MPa 

1000 hr Oxidatioll MBtal loss (1205°Cj 7,1mm" 

Melting Range 1300 _ 1370"C 

'hille JA: Propo;ni.;s uf Hayncs BO~ alloy 'AISI Jl6 'l:!ink" ,weI e,hib,l, a mdallo" or>-l~O ~mm 

illille same tCSl" 

The Ha~ tles ~lloy contnbutcd to a large p<JrtlUll ur the cust or the ngs. Tho pncc or the all,» ",as 

«':aCerbated b~ the i'ac! that ;t had 10 be acqulTed liom the Unlled Klngdom ,"til an unl,nourablc 

Rand - Pound e~changc rale 

3A.3 /leMing S~~tcm 

rhe lurnaces used lor the cnx:p le,t ng' ale decl[jcallubc fi,rnace, m'mut:~cluTlu by Cu,torn 

furnaces CC Each furnace has three md"[k:ndet1tly controll..:! hmtmg zme, W ensure """ellenl 

lcn1pe,"lure d;stl;bulJon almg the ""mcal lcngtb 01' the i'urnace and hence the specImen beIng 

tested. ' I h" maximum operahng temperature or the furnaces IS )200 '(', hO"e\er, most creep 

te'ts ",ill l>e cond ucted at temperatures heleM' th,s , The fi"nace IS Insulated at either end durJllg 

testmg Cer~mlc fibre blanket i, u'ed W plug til, lo,,'er end of the i'urnace alld s[k:cmlly c",( 

refractor~ bncllnserr, 'eal the top coo. 

Each furnace IS suspended by m"~nS 01' a pull~ and c«lnter \w,ght 'ystem The furnace can be 

mo",d up an~ do"" e~SII), allo"mg e~s)- access to the speCImen "hen sctnng up or dl,mJIlllmg 

a te,t 
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3AA f~I " nsom"I~r S)SI~'" 

The nalure of erc<:p testing lJlean, Ih,~ mea,uriu!!. lne extension of the ' I""imen directly from the 

gauge len~ i. d iffie u It. It i" howcv~r, aCGOlllp ii>hcd b~ using a hig,/l 1c'''pcralurc "~t"Tl",,,,elCT 

consist'ng of ",<Is thai. e~k"d Ii-om the !\,'LJ !!.e length "nhe SI"",imen inside' the tilfnace to "UI,ide 

Ih e run"",,c. MeasuTlng the d"pl ~"-.:tneul OClw ... ",n Hmall pl ~lc> ~11,tChcd 10 the rod, "utsi,1e of Ih~ 

[u",a.:e allow, the exten,i,,,, of the gauge length to b<> accurately measur"d. As menlioned 

prev iou,ly. " 50mm 'troke (251Tllll either side of the electronic zero poinl) LVD I i. u.ed 10 

me~>ure this displace'lllent. Figure 3.5 ;;hows a S\:hemMic reprcS\: ntMiOJl of lhe cxte/lsometer 

system. . Ihe dashed red line in the illu'lrariOll indicates the posilion of the f"maee relative to lhe 

extensnmcter. 

I I"" ----
_ _ Specimen 

Ext<noo "","" 
_____ _ - --- ~~· Clarnp • 

... ---
I 

__ Adjustment Screw 

" I 11 "'-- - - - - - - - - _-_::-___ hton", ,,,,,,", 
., _____________ Plotes . , ~ --

00mm Stroi(o LVDT 

... - - -

figur~ 3.5: Schemalic .. rcreeple.lrig eqenS<Hne!er system 

I'igure 3.6 (aj and (\1) ,how close up pholograph. of the LVDT and extensnmeter pia!cs, and (he 

cx(cnso meter clamps rC'pcdi,·ciy . 
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fij(u .... j,6: (aJ [,Ien,omete, sy>lem; tb I hten,ometer c~~mp, vi,ihlo l:>cnealh fum."e During. Ie". the 

fumac. "oold o"c lose Ihe clomP'> 0:><1 specimen, 

In ol'd~. for Ihe ~xI~"'lo,, mca<l,rcment< to he made accllrately, Ih~ L VO r ,hould oonly he zeroed 

"h~n Ihe fimlace N" d"" it; ;..:1 temperature_ Till' "III en<lIr~ Ihat any expal"I,'n oj Ih~ 

~w')",'rnclcr wmpOIIC'Ilh. ~ ,aJ I<oi" ~""Il~'"enl' a.1<1 the 'reclme" I, C!""l'l~tc an,l "ill n,"ol 

influene,> the measurements, 

A nichl-ha'cd alloy. Inc""e l 1>01. "'" cho,en for manllb,CllJring th~ e.~t"'hOfll"k' ,,,,I, ,,,,d 

clam ps, The noomin.,1 coomrositi"" ofthi, allo) LS 60",t% Ni. 22wt"/oCra"J l3 ,,~o h . It h,,, 

c~C!'II"m o'l.idmioo r",i<lan,",' pr('I"-,rtie< '"' ilh fair high temrcratur~ stre n~lh, aftl, ould,. Sll"'~ thc rc 

1> no appr~ciah l e I"",~ actm!; '>11 tI'" ~xtcn 'Ofllek'. Ilren)!(;, "a, "nl a major lek;cti(lll crit..:rion. 

Th" voltage outputs from the variolLs sen",,, ar~ tmn,mitted to Ihe controol IInit, "here the,", 

volt"ge, are >l<ijll>lcd (0 read meaningtlLl value, 001' load. extcn,ion and telllpcrnlllr~_ The,e ar~ 

th~n trammineJ to the com»llte. \ ia "n an.logue 10 digit" I c"rd (Eagl~ T ~chn"l"gie, I'Cl703S), 

\\he,e (bey may oe logged ~I "S<.'T-,ielin~J time interva l" Figure 3.7 ,110'" Ihe creep data 

aC!luisition ",n"are user interface (I'he cooc for the data acquisilion ,onware 1< incbl<icJ in 

Appondix 13). 
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Constant Load Creep res/ Rig 

r'" "",." ......... H"" 
"'_"" 1 C ..... " ....... 

'" .• ""_ F .. ",-,>r, -.. ] .,." ,., _. 
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Figure J.7: C""p data acquisiTion system user mlerf",e. 
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n'e mea<ured valuc' from each rig are di<rlayoo and continuously urdat~d in the text boxes 

(Temperature 1, Temperoture 2, Load, Displacement) mdicatw In ligure 3.7, Whcn the u<cr 

,ian, th~ logging proc,,,, for a particular rig, the test infonuatiou and lhe dala are logged 10 a te~t 

file (figure 3.8). which can late, be oJl"ned and graphed in a spr~adsh~~t p"'l\ram <uch a< 

Microsoft Excel"' , 

Should any informatK",. <uch as a warning:. n""d to be communical00 to the use, during the 

COUf<e of a (cst 0< (he sctling: up of a tesl thi, infonnation is di'piayoo ill the frame at the botloln 

of the ,creell labelled 'Messages'. All example of stICh a ,~arning is a confirmation mes<;age. 

v.h'eh display< "hen the u,e, Slop, a te«, prompting: the uscr 10 confirm hi&' her aclious. 

The u<e, i< able to ;.c( thc ca libralion raetl>rS of each chanllel, so that regular calibmti OIl of the test 

rigs i, made ,imp Ie. rhe seJJSors, howe,·el'. should be fi"t cal ibrated by adju<ting: the calibration 

,crew, "ithin the e<>ntrolunil. 
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Fi~"," J.N: roc lexl r,J" ""Pill oflhe data ""quis;!i"" 'y>lem. 

lh~ data file is updaled and saved at ~a~h ",mpling intcr"~l. Ihcrctixc. shollid Ihe lC'l he 

;t1rerrtlfl1ed h, atl unforeseen even!., suc h a," I"",el' faLiurc. n" d,\ta will be ]",1. 

"!,!,!!,!,!,!!!,!~!!,!,!,!, .......................................................... ", .'~~ " - 0. ' _. ,.. ~. ~ •• _ _ _' . " 

0 .. .. .... "" , .. .. " '~ '".j)", _ . ", ~ - -. . , . ~.* "' .. ... ~ "'" ..... . ,- .. - ~' 
'" • '" , • , • • • • 
,. .,"', • '-''''~' '." "'" = '''''''''~ '" o .. ,IOG." •• "" .. r ... 

• _ ..... • • _," ,~. ,cr ""- " ,= ",,' , ... ~ '" • "., ~, .... 
" 

LO', __ .. .. , .. .. 
" - ~~".",,,,,, .... " , ... , I 
" .o. • 'co .. 0 • .. " •• • , '." ~ • ! " '" , "" .. 0 .. 
• .. " " "~ •• 0 • 
" ''0.' ,,~/ • 0 " .. .. (C., , "., , , 1 ;" •• "'" .. • 
" ' '" " "" • • '" "" " ,. '" , 
" , ,.1 .. ''-'5' '" , 
" "" ." "., " , ~--.--. 
" "" ." , ".' .. 0 , , .. •• OJ, 0;. , , •• n. "" o.' 0 

" ,e," 'o. .''''; • , .. ... , '" .. ., • 
'" ". '" ." .. .. • • ;;0' .. .. " .. • • •• .. , , .. .. • 
" • • ." ,,~ '" • .. , " . ,"" "-" " ;, .• "._",~T ,., 

• __ . ' , C '-' ''' '' lT~· .! · j. ·. ''' '' . '' ' - -
figu .... 3.9, Data can be cxpmlcJ ,til,," >prcaJsllccl f,wan"ly, ;" 
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J.S EVALIJATION OF TilE ('WEEP TEST RIG IWSIG~ 

Creep te st, conducted on certain lll.lorials "I low ,Ir~"~' ma~ c.,)' ih,t creep ,atc' of the ",der of 

1 x 10-' ,-1 (i .~. aboUi 0. I 51111n c.,reo,ion of a 50mm )\au)!.e length specim~ll in 100 hours), 'r l,~ 

ac""mc) of Ihe- ,ii'pl"'crncnt rc .. djn~ i, therefore of great significHn"C if the "'CC'P rale or >"oh 

le,ls is to be ,kl~nnincd a,·c lJ "'lcl~ . 

n~ta was logged u,ing the data acquisition ,y,!,-m while th~ LVLJT wa, held ill" "()n>I~t11 

positi[)n. It "HS f[)lInd Ill"! owr a 24-hour period, Ihe displacement reading did 11(11 tluctuate f,om 

th~ z~'" po,ition at all. 1'1", data is i:>t:iIlg logg~d to Ih~ ",cond decimal place. wh",h shows Ihat 

(he system carl acourately detect changes in dispjac ~ment of V.UJ mm, Thi, wu, ,",nlil1l1~d b) 

using a mic,ometer gauge 'CI-Up as ,hown in figure l.W. rhi, ,;arne set-up was us~d f[)r 

ca libraliol\ of Ihe L vDrs. 

Fil(u,"" 3.111: Mi<fIl"","'r l:''''l:e ""'-up u,ed 1<,. L VDT <"Iibration alld ~valmtion. 

It i, nOI essential 1(1 lof!. lemperature and l(1ad dara for creep lC'ting. howewr. ,houlJ a significal\t 

fluduati(1n of either the load or tempc"'JIUr~ OCcur during Ih~ cours~ of a le,t. it won ld he 

im p-ortalll t[)r the USC r 10 be ""'ar~ of Ibi,. l'[)r tbis reason. load and temperature readings arc also 

l(lgg~J as a funclion oftirn~. Figure 3.11 sb(1w5 a '),pioal plot or {i;,placcrn~lll afl{i load verlus 

time. 
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Comwnl Load Creel' Te,'1 RiK 

Strain and Load as a function of time (441SS; Annealed 95O·C; ~MP.) 
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Figur< 3.11: Typic.1 1'1<" "r Ji'plocem.m and load as a functioil oftim< 

,« 
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It is clear [rom the figure "b<we Iha\ Ih~ load i, maintained at a COOSlHlll ""lu~ for loc duralion of 

\he IMI, except for the ,light drop in load during (oc forsl hour. Silch a change in load would not 

be delecled wilhout Iogg,ing thc load readings as a functioo of time, 

It is aloo ofsjgnifiCance to llotC th"lthe rcgull> obtain.,j from each Of~l~ mo rigs are coosisten!. 

Howe,"'T, this repro<!llcibility of re<ult. wa. only achie,'e<1 after many teething problems w ilh the 

rlg1l, lIllfort",,,,lely. much of Ihe e.~perimenTal matrix (a. detailed in chapter 4) WH' complelcd 

"",fore thi, reproducibility "a, achieved; hence it is diffICul(.to draw <olid conclusion> from the 

le<I data (see following dmpkrs). Despite lhi>. it call now b~ ,luted wilo certainty Ihal tests 

conducled independently on cach of the rigo; on the same mat~rial ill the sam~ e()!ul ilion "'ill yield 

lhe identical re,ults, provide,llhe lhHl the ll>er uw:icr:stlllld, the techniqllc r~qlljred for pmpcrl~ 

",ning \11' a lest 

[11 testing the reprooucihility of re,ulis, three id~nlical sample> were Tested to fracture under the 

same condit jon< of <tress and temperature ( I 5M Pa and 85(r'C respecliv~ly). Two sampl'" "ere 

tested 011 rig 1 and ooe sample ".", le,ted on rigl. InitiHlles(> ,ho"cd g;re"1 ,ariability in Ihe le,t 

data a", can be scen in the strain -lime eurves in tigllre J. I 2. 
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ConSlan! Load Cr~~f' T~,"I kill 

Strain v. Time ~44'SS ; Anne. led 1000'C; 15MPa) 

"' 
" 
,. 

~ " 
" 
" 
, 

0 

- Test1 _Rig1 --Te.12 _ RIg 2 --TesI3-R1g 1 

. 'igure 3. 11: Stmi" - lime plots f'" J ident ical c .. eep .. , ts used to II)' and del .. mine reproducibility oftoS! 

,", 

The lime to Ih;C lU re ranged lium approxima1ely 14 to 26 hours. with 1ertial)' ereep (inerea~i ng 

crc~p ml~ with tim~) l:>einl> dumin"nt. l'()Ssib l~ r~as"", for th~ ,'ariability uf data im'olved 

spec im~n de sign , th~ test set-np and th~ nature oft~rtiary creep (neeling and void formation). 

Figure 3.13 sho \\ s the three samples aile' te,ling. It i~ clear, in sampl~ 3. thaI soITlC amuunt of 

n~cking look plac~ oul ,id~ uflhe gauge length . 

'" 

"I 

"I 

Figure 3.13: Cre.p te,1 oampl" alier te,ring. (a) Test 1 - rig L ~b) losl 2 - rig 2 and (e) l<sl 3 _ rig 1. 

N,.iet pl!!>,ic tkli>rmlll;'>11 Cll" id e or gauge lellb~h 011 ,ample (c) indicated by red arrow 
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II runher <CI of Ie, Is was c'>nd''''t~tl. "'here il "'a' dceiJed I" change Ihc I~"I sCI-up ,Iighl l) . The 

ooly ' ignificant change rll;"lc '''t, to pack the in,ubt io n mor" lighll) '" arl aTtempt t(1 minimi,~ 

arly Ifiction in Ihe ,ystem. Ihi , "'" (}nly donc "11 <>tIC ofth'> rigs (rig 2) ami the (liher rig (rig l) 

"'" ,",-up in Ihe samc manlIer as all pr~vi (}us le,l, hHd \>C"'I, F<>r ",nvenience. lh~ ,~t-LlI' on rig 

I h", N'ell r"r"ITCU '0 a, II", ',tanda,d' >eI-up and (}I' rig 2~, Ill" 'new' sel-lLp. II can I", "'>en in 

figu re J 14 that the ~fjc~t of the ",',", ,.;1-111' '~l the resu lt< i, ,ignifica nt. 

'" 
0.14 

'" 
"' • 

~ . ~ 
000 

"~ 

0.02 

, 
" 

Sirain "" Time (404 ISS; Ann ... led 1050"C; 10MPa) 

- R,> , _ "Standard Set up. 

,. 
r,,,,,, (hi 

'00 ,. 

Fi~"r. 3.1J: Difr"r.""es in test data nb'oin<'d by ma,mg minor ch"ng~s l<' Ih~ b L "-'l_Ur in ,.Ie- l<'-!'L 

A marked dilterence inle,t tlma can 1>0 (1bserved. Where Ihe cre~p rale of lhe grc>en ClI ryc (rig I; 

"a",'lard "';I -llp) i, (Ii;,,,,,,,,"sing. Ih~ hl"e ,,,,,·c. indicating thc new test set-\lp . shows a gJ""at 

1 t)(:T<:a ,c ill ,,'ccp ",Ie" ill. i')(:cca" "g I imc. ),,·10" 0 1· tk le,l dala obtai ,, ~d li,r , f>o; e"perimenml 

matri x , 110'" re"lit, 'imi l'" 10 1i1c green CLLrw a,,()\~ (sec § 5.3). Unl{mnnately. there "efe n(} 

samples remait\ing to veritY that the blue curve is in tact correct: therefore timhe r tests "ere 

conducted on another set Ofr-H' samples. !lolh ICsts were ""t-up u.ing the new n)(:tho<l in this 

casc. 111>0, lb<: sam ple , lL,"<I were m(}(jili~tI by slightly inc"Te",ing the "idlh of the ,ample 

"ut,ide Ihe gauge length I'he ""mples were b"th annealed m 95()OC alld The le't condition" were 

850"(" alld IO)"lI'n, lhe reslLl!, are pr~semed 1><:1"" in fi gure 3.15. 
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O>tls'a'" Load ( ',ecp { os, lI.iS 

Strain vs Time lor4415S, aooealed 950°C and testGd ~tl0MP~ ~nd 850°C 

a.J~ 

0; 

O.2~ 

0 " ~ O.t~ 

, , 

'" 
0 

0 " '" limo> {h) 

- Rigt - Rig2 

ri~ur. 3.15; SIT"i"· tim. pkl1 for 441 ,t, inl." 't",,1 annealed lit Q50°C and tested Jf 350°C and lOMPa. 

It can ~ seen that a mllch greater degree or rcpro<i"cibilily has becn obtainc<1 b) u,ing the new 

IC>! S<:t-up. The agreemcnt uf the twu curv~s above was ~xcellent ur until ai"lOl't 18 hmm; where 

th" r~d curve (rig 2) soow",1 a sharp dror in the cr""r rate. SllMCfjllcnl te' t.hi,. the ratc 

acc~l~rated ulllil il exceeded that 01' the blue c"r"c, Thc onl} possible "xpi1ll1ation for the 

onse,,;ed v"riation in str"ill ag"in>t time must be a corresponding variation in the loading 

conditions as a function of time. Factor> ,uch a. friction bel'.,een the pull rod, a",llhe insulation 

co uld be r~>ultin~ in such allOmalies. 

(ji,'en the re'llirs shown in flgurc 3.14. it i, e"i<lent that the reliability or tesr dHm is ,'c'f) 

dependclll on the' wa) in which a user sets up the te'l rig. Fo r a set or ",lenricHI sarnrb. the on I} 

f3etClrS that coul<1 re,ult in a difference inlhe crecp he'haviour are load a,xi tempeml<"e. In Icnn' 

of the de.ign orthc crecp tc>! rig,. tht: mOT. likely factor to aller d"ring thc COur,~ ura test (or 10 

be incorrectly determined prior tu H te,t) is the load. Three sep"r"te klllp"rHture controller; 

inricpendently control ~<lCh zone of the Ihree-Lonc' furnace. ensuring ""celie'" tem1"'rorure 

unifunnily and de'pite celia;n temperature differenc~s <Iue to convecti.)n: the fum<ICc, I"",e 

shown to be consistently stable. I he luad train on the othcr hand cuukl ht: rroblematic for 1\\0 

reao;ons. rirstly. there could ht: friction in the system c"usc'd by mi>alignment of the lever ann 

bearing'_ tight packing of the rurnace insulHtion. bowing of the ex(ensomelCr 1"0<1, or sume 

component within lhe furnace t'-"Jehing th~ wall of the furnace tube. Sccondly. th~ 1000 on Ihe 

samp Ic IS mcam to ht: zero <I "ring heating. If somc lactor. suel, H> friction_ should cause I he lo"<i 
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to be wrongly indicated on the load cell, there would be no way of determining the loading 

conditions during testing since the reference set during heating (zero load) would be false. 

Taking the above explanation, the green curve in figure 3.14 would represent a condition of 

lower test load than that of the blue curve. This seems to have been the case in much of the 

experimental matrix testing as can be seen in § 5.3. 

If the user is careful in setting up a test, it is possible to obtain accurate results, however, this is 

not the most desirable situation. Any user should, within reason, be able to conduct a reliable 

creep test by following a set test procedure. For this reason, certain recommendations are made 

in chapter 8 to slightly modify the current test rigs to lessen the influence of user technique on the 

test results. Appendix C contains detailed technical information regarding these minor 

modifications. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

4.1 MATERIALS AND HEAT TREATMENT 

Columbus Stainless supplied two heats of 441 ferritic stainless steel for this investigation. The 

difference between the two heats is the amount of Nb present in the alloy. The nominal 

composition of each alloy is given in table 4.1. 

HEAT MPONo. 
Composition (wt%) 

Cr Ni Mn Si V C Ti Nb 

A 3271730 17.96 0.19 0.56 0.50 0.14 0.02 0.20 0.47 

B 330758 17.63 0.33 0.47 0.54 0.13 0.01 0.18 0.74 

Table 4.1: Chemical compositions of 441 heats supplied by Columbus Stainless. 

The materials were supplied as cold rolled sheet with a gauge thickness of approximately l.4mm. 

The materials were supplied cold rolled so that the effects of changing the final annealing 

treatment parameters could be observed. Because of the time limitation, it was decided to only 

vary the annealing temperature and maintain the same annealing time throughout the test matrix. 

The heat treatment matrix was the same for both alloys and was carried out by Bohler Steel in 

Cape Town. The matrix is shown in table 4.2. 

Temperature (0C) Time (seconds) 

950 200 

1000 200 

1050 200 

Table 4.2: Annealing matrix for Heats A and B. Both sag and creep test specimens were annealed 

according to this matrix. 

Sag test specimens and creep test specimens were annealed according to the matrix above to 

ensure that a reasonable comparison of results could be made. Furthermore, the annealing 

treatments were conducted isothermally in a barium chloride salt bath to ensure accuracy and 

consistency of the treatment. 
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-1.2 METALi.OGRAPHY 

Optical light mi<:ros<;op} wa< performed on a REIClII:KI MeF3A polarised light micro""ope, 

Nomar,ki int~rference ~ontrnSl m,me "as Llsed tLl enable gDOd contra,t bem.een the grains, 

'>1etall[)graphic 'pecimens were prepared using com'~lltiollal technique" Ailer 'no'mting. in 

resin, ,pe~im~ns "ere m"dlllni""lly poli<hed to a ""race tlni,h of Ie" Ihan I Jllll. I he specimens 

werc then cle~tro-etd\ed (0 al low the grain boundaries, precipitates and other mi~ro'tru~1ural 

~haracterislics I[) 00 ,ewlved. 

Electro-etch ing was perf[)rmed at room temperature at 1.5V d~ for approximately 9() second, 

using a ni(ri~ a~id solution compri'ing the 10110,,", it\g: 

I p~rt nitric a~id (liND,) 

I part "ater (1l ,0) 

rhe e lectro-etching revealed the ferrite g.rai n bollndaries, carbon itride< and ot her precipitates. 

4.3 SAG TESUNG 

Sag le,1ing is used as an indu<try benchmark le<l for comparing. the creep re<;,tance of \ariou, 

alloys (se" Ij 2.7 . .1). A <mall frame "as constructed wilh <upport, 254mm ( I 0") apart. ""' hich can 

accommodate 6 ,pedmen, ,i<ic-by·,ide and be placed ill a ,tandard furnace f[)r 100 required 

testing lime. Figure 4.1 sho,,",s the sag le,t frame ~OI"lructed wilh the specimen< placed across 

the >"ppons. 

Fig"" 4.1: Sag test frame wiill 6 ,peeimo", pta""d acnJ'" 'L'ppons, Tho oxidmioo On the ,urfr",e of the 

specimons is due to anllealing in a sal! bath 
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~ka'urem('n1 of the uet1ccli<Jn of 11,,, 'pwlln~ .. '< wo, m~<k ,,,ill !!, a d,al !!,auge Sd-Up lloal "U' 

]11(, lill cd 10 accQmJl,,,,la!c n 'pan of 254 mm bel"CCH lloc ,upport, . Fi£LlIC 4.2 sh",,' the dia l 

g""ge willi a src~iru,'" 1'lacc<1 011 11>0: '''rl>or!<. 

Fig" rr 4.2: Lliol gaug< "sed for dellrction measurrmffir of ,og test spa:imetlS. 

The dial gougc i, ~apable of mC~'''ri''l! dct1cc1iol1' 10 an acc"'"9 ()f .,0 .01rnm. )w"ncr, th~ 

"xidc «:ak On th~ s!","imC rI <llrfacC Mkr <ilg tc<li"l! ~ r>d thc crrOr ill""lvcd in placi ng lhc 

Sl".:c;m~n on the ''-'PP'-'£1' means Ihal Ille accura~y i, more lil,ely in Ihe reg!"" of ±O.05mm, 

FelC h he'll ()f 44 1 wa, I"sled III Ill,' ,'ad",,, anntJ.lie<1 cond iti ons descril>ed in table 4.2 for testirl!,

time , ,,1'5_ 30. 6(1 "rid 100 hnu,", ~t RSO"('. U"d~r nnnn~l co"dil.io,,'. thc 'llC~imcllS in a -.ag 1e,1 

arc' 1 ~'kd for 1 ()II hu,,",.lwwew r. by ""r)in~ 1he Ie,tint! time. It i, possible 10 get a n idea of "hal 

hnPf"'ns hetween th~ start ofthe lest arid 1 (){) hOllf<. III 8cll~r~ 1. it ;,; Jlrctc,~hlc I" co"du,;ttll ~ sag 

tesl, in a !innace ,.ith a tarl. "hich m""ml<~S :lily kmpcralllfc variations wIth ill the !i'fn:lCc. 

Unfortunately. <neh ~ turnace was IkX a,nibble f(lr the (luralion required all,l theref()re Ihe le,1> 

"ere co"dud~tl '" a r"m~C<' "here Ih.; lc mp"ra lLJrc di'tribllt ioll Wi" mcasurc'u to be 

apprmimatc1y :t20°C 

random Iy ()n Ih,' I~'t fram,· to rcdll~C ~'C all"--~lTll "f ~ rHlr Ill \'() J v~J, r urlhcrTTk)f'e. " ," 'I",elm"", 

"ere tc't~d in each ""'ktiti"n and an awmge val li<: "fdetl~ct lon f"rthe,e two le,ls "a, ta~el1 a, a 

tin~1 ""ul1-
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Experi",mwl JfNiIods 6.1 

4..-1 CllliEl' TESTlKG 

Creep te.,t, were conducted in order 10 obl"in COI~ inuOllS Sira in - time data, which i.' IIOt p,,-,-,ible 

"' ith a sag test. It wa, also intended to u<;e the creep te't dala I(} in .. ~stigat~ Ihe mechani,m of 

ckfonnalion in Ih~ 1,.0 he"iS of 441 st"inlcs.s st~"'1. 

Th~ creep te>ling apparatus i, dc"'ribed in ddail in chapl~r 3. Sample, were madllned Jro m eold 

rolled sheet with the tensile ax;', parallel to the mil ing direction (figul'~ 4.3 b..low). Small lab, on 

either end of the g"uge icngth provide" mC"llS of .... "'urel}' "ttaching the exte n""meter. 

Samples were te'ted under eonst"nt 10"d"1 a I~mpcratur<: of S51J"C The initi a l load applied to 

most of the 'pecimens correspo nded 10 a Siress of SMl'a. which is about twice the load on ""'g 

test " PC~ om.:n du.: 1(} il., (}wn w~ight. Unfortunate ly, due to ti me COli SIr" inls. Ihe ~.aluation of th~ 

crec p t~st rigs was done ming til.: t.:st d.l" trom lh~ ~'Jl<'rimental matrix pl'opo'ied tor this 

in .. ~st igation Theretore. il will be nOlie~d Ihal th<; data obtained tor m" ny 01' Ihe lesl'i i, 

incon,i,tenl an d unpred ictable as a few teething problems were e'Jl<'ricnc~d with the rigs. 

Nevertheless. c~rtain important conclmion s c" n Slili be drawn from th<;se data alld tll.:sc ore 

pr~s~lIt~d and d ;.,cussed in the ch"pters following. 

Specimens from heat II. annealed al I050°C were I~sled at loads ranB in g from "bout 5 I() 15 

MP" in ord~r to be ab le to plot the str"in r"le again>! 'tr~ss and hence calcubl': the SIre" 

e.,pon~lII. n. A, "xplained in §2.' .5 the \'alue of n can b.. u<;ed in identity; ng the JlTc."I~nt crc~p 

dd(}rmalion mcchan ism. The ~'perimenlal matri~ for crocI' te sling is smnmari",d in table 4.1. 
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Experimental Methods 64 

Heat Annealing Temp (0C) Stress (MPa) 

950 5 

A 1000 5 

1050 5 

950 5 

1000 5 

B 5 

1050 10 

15 

Table 4.3: Experimental matrix for creep testing. This matrix is carried out for both heats and all tests are 
to be conducted at 850°C. 

Further creep testing was done to evaluate the reliability of the creep test rigs. Some of this data 

is presented in §3.5 of the previous chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

5. 1 INrnA L M K 'ROSTIUJ(TIJRES 

I h~ nunoMructurc of """h heal nfler var;,,,,, fin~ 1 ~n,,,,,,1 inft tn-atment< wa< 'Hlalysed t,,:Core 

{CS{lng l'igur~, 5_1 (a) to (f) ,how Ihc mlcro!,mph, or Ihe ",Ok'''d i" 110: ,ariou, annealed 

cnnd ilinn,_ 

I 

, 

ngu rc 5. 1: Mi""T\J;~'-aph' of 1><01 A an",-",Ic'<l at (al 9'O"C. (b) I ()()(l °e and (e) 1 050'C a..J heat H annealed 

at( d) 9~O°C. (0) I !lOWe aoo (I) I050°C. 
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Experimental Results 66 

It is quite clear from the micrographs in figure 5.1 that the grain size increases with increasing 

annealing temperature (as would be expected) and that the grain size of heat A is consistently 

larger than that of heat B. Grain size measurements, obtained using the linear intercept method, 

are tabulated in table 5.1. 

Annealing Temperature 
Average Grain Size 

Heat A (flm) Heat B (flm) 

950°C 12.2 ± 5.2 13.7 ± 4.7 

1000°C 30.3 ± 13.2 14.0 ±6.5 

1050°C 48.6 ± 20.0 18.5 ± 8.3 

Table 5.1: Average grain sizes and standard deviations of annealed samples measured using the linear 

intercept method. 

Other than differences in grain size, the microstructures seem to show no other differences. The 

large precipitates visible on certain micrographs are likely to be titanium and niobium 

carbonitrides as are commonly present in wrought stabilised ferritic stainless steels5
,6,63. 

5~2 SAG TESTING 

The sag test produced seemingly consistent results. As could be expected, sag deflection 

increased with increasing time, and more importantly, the amount of sag decreased for higher 

annealing temperatures (i.e. high annealing temperatures produce good resistance to creep) as 

was reported in the literature 6,11 . Figures 5.2 ( a) and (b) show the results obtained from heat A 

and heat B respectively. Each data point represents an average of 2 tests. In general, if the two 

results obtained differed widely, a third test was conducted on that particular sample to confirm 

the result. Unfortunately, not all tests could be confirmed in this manner due to a shortage of 

annealed specimens. 

Despite the apparent consistency of results, it should be noted that certain anomalies were also 

recorded from the sag tests. An example is the decrease in the sag value of Heat A, annealed at 

1000°C, between 60 and 100 hours (yellow data points on figure 5.2 (a». 
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~'ig"r< 5.1: Sag [c,( dcnCC[l(Hl r1o![ccl", a lim";o() c,rtitn<' I", he", .'\ (01 "od heat fI (h) fN different 

It i< clea.- rm'" th,' figures above that h"m A (low Nh mntcnt) ~isJ>lays " rar grc"lcr r~si,tance to 

sag lhan doe, hem B (high Nb runIC"I.). F.g. ~(>n>idcring sampl'" annealed at 1050"(" heal A 

,h,m, a ,ag ,alue of approximate!} 3m111 after 1(1) hou,"" "here the corrc.sponding sample "f 

I,eal B sh"" .. a sag yalue ()fapprox ima1cl~ 85m",_ This apparenlly contradict' report' in the 

literature that 'late a higher "h Cl>nk>JlI i, beneficial for creer resistance·,1 1 _ 

E, "1",,li011 or Ih" micm<inlCiure< aller ,ag fc,ling fe,'""I, all ~xped"d increase in flfain ,i7c a nd 

numerou., precipitafcs bolh wilhin lh" grain' and on grain boundaric< can l>c obo;cned, Figure, 
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5,3 (a) 10 (f) show the micro,tructures of heal A «a) to (c)) and hea! 1'1 ((d) tu (f)) alier sag. testing 

for 100 hours at 850"C. 
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Fil!u,e 5.3: Po,! "'~ te,t mjcro>lrudur~' roc heal A «a) Annealed 9~O'C; (b) }\nn.al.d 100IYC: (e) 
Ann~"I.d 105000 and h~>lt Il (( J) AnTlCalcd 950°C: t c) AnTlCaled 1 OOO'C: If) }>.nne.led IO~O'C), 

Nu analy,i, "a, cund ucted on the composition of the p''''''pllaks, however, the Jikratur~ 

revie" cd indicates that it is I ikeJ} that Ti ,Nh(C,N) " prc>C!I( as "cll as a La\ cs phase (Fe,Nh )"'_ 
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i:.xpcrimemu/ Resul" 

5.J CREEI' n S TING 

Crc~p kS1S w~re conducted In order to gain a broatk.,- uJlJerslanding of the high !cmperature 

e,,,ep l>cha,· ie,,, of ~4 I sla i" Ie"" steeL In tenn, of the resi,tance or each heal t(} high t~'1TlpCral urc 

Jetonnation. the ~recp le' I' indicated (a, the ,ag k"" had al';O indicated) thm heat A ha, a 

g,,;al<:r re,istan~c to high lcmpcrmurc crc"p lha n heat 11. The creep 1<l<1 resuits oj" each heat tested 

'" 'arious an ,"'aled cond,tions a! 5 MPa and S51J"C are prc,enled in !hegmph' '" figure, 5,4 (a) 

and (b). 
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Experimental Results 70 

The results shown for heat A look somewhat discontinuous, since the extension values logged 

from the LVDT are rounded off to the closest O.Olmm (or about 2.9 x 10-4 strain in this case). In 

general, the trends shown by the strain versus time plots seem to be consistent with the literature 

showing increasing resistance to creep with increasing annealing temperture6
,1l. As with the sag 

testing, however, there are some inconsistent data, such as the observed decreasing strain with 

time in some tests, which has already been discussed in more detail in § 3.5. 

The microstructures of the creep test samples were examined after testing in order to gain a better 

understanding of the mechanism of deformation and are presented in figures 5.5 (a) to (f) 

overleaf. It can be noted again that the grain size increases with increasing annealing temperature 

and the smaller grain size of heat B is noticeable. Table 5.2 shows the average grain sizes of heat 

A and B after creep testing. 

Annealing Temperature 
Average Grain Size 

Heat A (flm) Heat B (flm) 

950 DC 13.1 ±S.9 11.7 ±6.S 

1000 DC 29.4 ±1S.3 11.1 ±S.S 

1050 DC 47.4 ±20.0 20.3 ±10.4 

Table 5.2: Average grain sizes and standard deviations after creep testing measured using the linear 

intercept method. 

As with the annealed samples, the gram SIze measurements yielded a rather high standard 

deviation indicating a large variation in the grain size. 

It is evident from the micrographs in figure 5.5 that there is considerable precipitation on grain 

boundaries and within the grains. The composition of the precipitates is probably the same as 

those formed in the sag test samples. 
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Figu'" 3.3: Post ere.p micrographs of h'at A anne.l led prin,- [n ""lmg .1 (0) 9500C, (b) ll)(}(n: arKl (c,l 

1050°C "ad heat R anncakd prior 10 tes ling al (d) g50°C. (rl 1000' C AAdIf) 1050,,( . 

The h igh dclinition of fh" w ain bOlllldaroe< in fig"", 5.5 is Jargd) u,,~ 10 ~Ichiog. Further 

<I i,c ussioll on I he c'(lmp",;liori an d nalure or Ihe prccipiwc, ti,"m~d IS C<l ntained in the f"llo" ing 

chapter. 

Creep le,,1, "ere ab[) conuucted at \al)ing levels "f,lress. namely; 5, 10 "nd 15 MPa in "rdcrlo 

help i.lentif) the p<c'iinminan( creep deformation "",d,"nism. Fig"'" 5.6 ,h"", a 1'101 of the dal,l 

"btained from (hese le,lS , 
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Fig~rr 5.6: Suain - time data for beat U a'H",aied at 105U'C. Tem ",ore conducted at ~~O°C and 10",J-, 

rang in g Irt~n IlO 10M!'" 

The in",! ill The al>ovc fi gLm: ,1J<)w< , filII view of I h~ Ie>! ~al~ for ISl\lPa , nolh the 5MP, Hlld 

IO~·jp" l~'1 ""~lll t() .h"w irrcglLl~rillC' (,uGh as nc~"li,'e cre~p strain) chara.:teri<lic of load 

.'pplicali"n problem,. The detail , oftht. load arrJication rrnblem, are di sclJ,,~ d in AJ>I"'lI<lix C 

"ith r~commended ;;01 "I iOTl ' _ U nfort.L",",cl)'. Ow iOg (0 (he inc<,,,,,j,lcnc} [)f Ihi. dal~, \ '~ry linle 

carl be ,i.flucc.:J fro", it ill ten", of cree p mechan ism,_ 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

6. 1 GF.NF. RAL COM1'I11':NTS 

6.1.1 Grain Si"~ V IIrilltion 

The mate rial supplied In the culd roIk:d coodltion "'"S anncaled at various temperature' to 

proo'K"(; the nncrostmctures shown in figure 5.1 It IS cle~r fwm these mlcTOgmpits titat there" 

no looger any ",.,dence of cold rolling m tile grams (I.e recry'tal!JsotiOil Ims taken pbce dunng 

annealmg) Perhaps the only e"dencc of" cold ro iling is m the elongated appearance of cenam 

<, " precipitates (probably Tl.Nb(C.N»-·· that d,d not dISsolve at the 100yer ",mealLng temperatures 

It IS mtere'tmg to note that heat Il (h 'gh Nb) has a notice"hly small cr graLn SLZe than that of hcat 

A (low Nh). desp'te h""ing the sa me thcrmumecharncal hi,tor) It ha, b~"(;n show" that Nh m 

sot.d wl ut !C)n re\.ard, recry'llllhsatJO<l. thus reduclllg t~ llJl10ulll of gmm grU\\ th that can occur':' 

11,e result of thJS 's th"t ~lthough ,dentical annealtng treatment, were conducted ou both alloys m 

UTdcT tu make a q",mt,tative compansou of the dfccI of Nh contc~,t in ,olution on the creep 

propert'es. the results ,,,II be skc,,"cd hy thc grain SIze dilli;rence il;;ty."een the two heats Bo4:h 

hLgh Nh CO!ltent and large gram ,ize favuur good c=p resIStance Heat B ha" a h,gher Nb 

content than ~at A . but ~ smaller gmm sIze and \'lCC versa, til;;wforc it " dIfficult to J"tmguish 

behwen t~ relative effects of e"ch factor. since neither is constant, 

6. 1.2 The I nfluetlc~ of Sample D~'ign 

Til" mcosured gauge length "as deslglX'd to ha\'e the smallest cross-sectional arca. such thot the 

plaslLc dcl"o""alLon occurrlllg "ould proceed b;;twC<.~ the meH>ured points on the samrle In 

c~r\.alll c1Jcum,wnce,. plashc defonll"hOil outside of the n","slUed gouge length (sec figu,e 3 13) 

can result m a sm~11 ~mOllnt of error in the measurements It is bener if the Ilc"d uf tl", sample 

through \\hich the retaJmng pm is placed is made wide enough such that no plastLC 'tram occurs 

therc Allowan~"(; mu,t be m~de fiJI til" ,tress cOllcentratlun of tl", pllmoo Jumt when <k.~,d,"g on 

~IC correct sample head width to use, 

Other tltcm the poSSIbility uf small eTIUT' due to stram uuts".te of the measurcd length, the effect 

of sample deSLgll 'cems to be muumal . however. ,I IS advlsobh thot all sampics tested in 

comraratJ\'c test' arc of t he same gcanc"1ry, The AISI standard fur creep tcS\Jllg of metallJc 
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material, recommend< that th ~ geometry or the <ample i< <uc h that it ;, rcprcs..mat;'e oj" [I", 

mn\erial as a " hole. 

6.2 CREF.P RESISTANCE OF 441 ST >\INLESS STEEL 

(,.2. 1 Signilicancc of Sag Tnt oat3 

The determination o[ tlie reliabilil Y o[ lhe "'g t~S{ technique ,,;a:; >Cl a" an ohjecli,'c I,,, lh i< 

project. The "",an, by which lhi, objective was to be achie\'ed was 10 eompare {he ,ag of 

sampk:; afler ,'ariou, lime interval< wi1h data ohtained from con tin"ou, creep le'ting (;i,"n the 

unreliable nature o[the ereep l~:;t re,ulb ub>c,,'~d in llie prcviou, chapter, it wou ld he <;cn.'cic<s 

to use {hi , data"" a measure of ",liability for another t~st (in thi, ca;,~). I'he generallrend of 

illcrea,ing creep res i<tallce with increa,ing annealin~ temperature wa. llOw~ ,er oi>served in lxllh 

le'l<. Th,,< il enn be <"id Ihat the gen~rall.rend ofllie da1a willi "'<peer to annealing temperaTure 

i:; most likdy COrTeC{. bUI llOthing call be stmeJ regard ing lhe ab".ol"l~ valu~, o[ ,tmin obtaillcd. 

l 'he only other i:>enchmark for compari""n available i, ,ag. te<T dall! I'ecorded in literature. Rarteri 

~1 al." u<cd Ihe o.ag lC:;1 10 im ~'ligal~ the creep r~>i,tanc~ of hoI end exhau:;l compun~m 

mat~rinls. Inclutkd in th~ir in,·~,tiga {ion wa:; 44 1 stainkss sted. Unfortunately. i{ "a, not 

p<,,,ible {o deTermine t he condi1ion oflhe malerial pr~" to Te>titlg., but il <ecm< that rhe avcrage 

ab""I,,!e \'aille of :;ag ddketiullohl"incd lor 441 ,tainles, '1~~1 was 7.5mm60. Figure 6.1 ,how:; 

tb~ ,ag le:;l dnln ohtailled by Barter; el al. [or vario", allo~5. 

Sag test deflection for various stainless steel grades 

'" •. , 
'" • 52,5 ,. 

, ~ 

'" '" 
'" 

, 
0 D = 

409Ll 409"1 430Nb·T! '"' 
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The values of sag obtained in the present investigation ranged from approximately 1.3mm to 

8.7mm (see figure 5.2). This places the data within the same range as that obtained by Barteri et 

al. for the same material. Although it may be difficult to place a quantitative measure on the 

reliability of the data obtained from sag testing, it seems reasonable to suppose that a high level 

of accuracy could be obtained with regards to ranking alloys in terms of creep resistance and 

approximating the relative creep strengths of various alloys tested under the same conditions (i.e. 

being able to state that a particular alloy is 30% stronger than another alloy given a 30% lower 

sag deflection). 

The level of accuracy of data also seems to be highly dependent on the test set up. Variability of 

the test data can be attributed to one or more of the following factors: temperature variations of 

approximately 30DC within the furnace (measured), friction between the sample and the supports 

(exacerbated by the formation of oxide scale) and the limitations of the deflection measurement 

set up (despite the dial gauge accuracy of O.Olmm, readings varied by up to 0.2mm, depending 

on how the sample was mounted onto the measurement stand). 

6.2.2 Interpretation of Creep Test Data 

The creep tests described in the experimental matrix (table 4.3) were used in assessing the 

reliability and reproducibility of the creep test rigs. The main reason for this was to save time 

since the long duration nature of creep testing would not allow for separate matrices of reliability 

tests and investigative tests to be carried out within the time period set for this investigation. 

Many teething problems were experienced during testing and this is clearly shown by the data 

(figures 5.4 and 5.6). These problems were expanded upon in § 3.5 and will not be repeated here. 

Accurate creep data is now obtainable by using the appropriate specimen geometry (limiting 

deformation to the gauge length only) and by applying a careful technique when setting up a new 

test. Certain recommendations (see chapter 8) are made to ensure that reliable data is obtained on 

a consistent basis. 

As stated before, the general trend of increasing creep resistance with increasing annealing 

temperature was observed. In the context of Nb containing ferritic stainless steel, the increased 

annealing temperature would result in a higher proportion of Nb in solid solution, thus increasing 

the potential for strengthening by solid solution or by the formation of fine Laves phase and Nb 

carbide precipitates on grain boundaries and within grains6
,11. Precipitate formation on grain 

boundaries impedes both diffusion and dislocation creep mechniasmsl4
,51. There is a significant 

difference in the grain sizes of the samples annealed at different temperatures (table 5.1). This 
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could ]l<1<e as an ahemali .... nl'bH;'lioTl 1(" Ihc ob,cr',ed "'crea<,"~ creer rc""laoce wil/o 

incrc."i"g ~nne"lin~ !emperalure, A high anncaling Icmpcralu,e would pn'>!luce a co~rsc wain 

,tructnr~ "nu p<J"ibl} promole creep resi,lance if d iffusion crc~r rroc~s,c, "<0 domina.,t. The 

problem "f ciislingui,hing b~t""'~n Ihe efTccl of grain ,i7e and Ihal oj Nb content is Iheref"re 

enCOUnlerOO "' initially dc,crit>cd 1n § 6, I, I, If uiIT",ion crccp is n," the dominant woet'" It i, 

likel~ Ihat the ell;"t j, nol one or ~,"in sift, hut rather of Nb COnk,,!. ,iTlc~ it i, gcnc"'ll" 

acceptc'u that the cITed "I' grain ,i7c on the crecr resi,tance of materials deli)f1ning by cii,location 

creep m<ehani,m, i, ,mall", if not negligibk "', 

6.2.3 l\Iicro!;ITuctUTlIJ Ob'~n'at;"ns 

AI] post test microstructures, whether ,ag test or ~",ep le!;t . ,ho"ed an mcrca:.ing grain si7e "ith 

inerea,ing. annealing. lemperature and =e am<Junt of rreciritmion OOth on grain boundaries and 

"ithin the grain' themselvc!;. Figure 6.2 (a) and (b) ,how heat A ~nd Fl. both ~nne~]ed at I0500C 

and le<loo under the ,,"me conditions of ,tre" and temperature (5).1Pa. S5(1°C). 

H "'" • .\ r i .' , 
}----"4 

('I 
" 

, 

•• • , < y, . • 
• . \' • 
,,~ • . ' 
.' "- ". 

• • 
, • 

• ,. . • 

rigur.I>.2: P",[ en'-1> mi,rogr"l'h, of he"" i\ and B ((oj an<! (b) rcsp."'tively) .nneab:i m I050"C ,00 

,,,,,1<:<1 at 5).11'" aoo 8~(,. Pre<ipi!a!jo" ,,;,hin grain, arKi alo"g ~"",m rnll'l<I;lrle," ,-,,[hI<:. 

t,nf"rtun~tdy. nO a"alysi, orthc ~OInflO!;ition oflhc ]lC<eipitate, W", perl,m"cd, however. it i, 

clear frOTJl the likrmure thnl li,Nb(C,Nj shou ld [,., present. a, well a, ",me r.,,,~, ph"s~. g'V~Tl 

that the m"t~rial h"s bt:en held between S2{)"C and 9JO"C for nfended pcrio,h of time" Uc'rit~ 

the h,gh magnification of the micrographs ahove. it i, quite dcar thal heat B haS" :..mailer grain 

si"e than heal A. duc to the rctarding elTed of Nb on the rate of recry,talli<;a!ion and grain 

" growth " 
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Di.It'u.,..,jon 

6.2..1 Operalin C...,cp \Icrhanisms 

The inle"li"n ofthi, investigation was lu conduct creep leSts at H range uf >lre%e, i" order 10 he 

ablc to CaiClIIale the ,tress e"ponen!. n. Although it does IIOt cunlirm Ihe mceha"ism of 

ddimnHliun 10000/O' ~!. Ihe valuc of n can be used as a guide to detem'ining Ihe m""hanism of 

cre<.'P defonnaliun ("'" lable 2.4), The dala [lfcscntcd in figure 5.6 is not suilable for acc'.Uf1lle 

calculation of the creep 'tmin rate and hence the V" lue uf n, Since calculaling Ii is not a 'iaole 

option in Ihis case, a careful observallOn oflhe microstructure will aid in Ihe delennination It i, 

ai,,, pos,ible that Ihe mechanism of dcfom13lion will dl1ing:e wilhin the ,I",,, range ,elected, It 

h,,, b<:en calcubted thHI the ,j",,, on a ,imple ,ag te,1 'ample" approximalet} ]-·IMPa (see 

Appendix D for calculation), thus the mech"ni,m operating in the 5i1-11'H crcep test shuukl be H 

go"d indicalion of the mechanism "[lCrati"g during sa!', tesling, which i, probabl} dose to the 

,ervice stresse, th"1 the matcriHI will e"perience, 

rhe shape of a wain will only be changed <iurmg conventional diffu,ion and di,localiun creep 

m""hani""s, Gmi" oo""rlary sliding on Ih e other han<l simply resullS in an increa,c in (he 

"umber or grains alung lhe lensile axi,. ruther tha" call>ing an)' grain elungation. Unforlunatel}'. 

the sample tested al 5MPa did nol show enough creep .train 10 make any possible grain 

elo nga/ion visible. Thus the microstructure of a sample of heat f\ (an"ealed at 950°C) tested al 

I OM Pa was investigated I'he nHc""lmcture is shown in figure 6,], along'ide lilat of the sample 

tested at 5 I>lJ'a, 

, ;0 y 

r -"' , 
'\ . ' • • 

, . Ii Ir <;' . \ , , 
" ~ ~ 

.~-

.i ' . '. :\ ~d " J 
, 

( 
, , , I .' , , ... It· l 

" 

¥ 
'.i 

~"r< 1> •• 1: Micr"'trlLClllrt of heal Il. ariTIca!cd at 95()°C "nd Test.d ill 5MPo and 850"C (Left): and 

.nne.lod at 950°C and tested 1i1 j OMPa and 850"C (Rigbt). 

Tile ",mple le,ted at IOMI'a c"hibil' a larger grain .i7-" and it can he noted that alrroo'l e,'cT) 

grain i, elungated in the vertical direction, "'Ilieh eorrespon<ls to the tensi Ie axis. 
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It is now reasonable to suggest that the deformation mechanism is not grain boundary sliding. It 

is also certain that Harper-Dom creep would not take place, since this is a rare mechanism found 

mostly in high purity aluminium at stresses of the order of 0.1 MPa36. 

It is clear that the operative mechanism must be dependent on grain size, since the larger grain 

size of heat A after annealing gives it significantly better creep resistance than heat B, which has 

a higher Nb content. The case for diffusion creep is therefore strong. Diffusion creep does lead 

to grain elongation and it is highly dependent on grain size.27 

The grain size dependence does not, however, preclude dislocation creep mechanisms. It has 

been found that the strain rate in dislocation mechanisms is affected by the grain size32 . Factors 

in favour of dislocation creep (in particular, recovery-controlled dislocation creep) are: ferritic 

stainless steel has a high stacking fault energy, meaning that climb and cross-slip of dislocations 

can occur readily19 (these processes proceed with the aid of vacancy diffusion 16), grain elongation 

in the direction of the tensile axis is observed and the question should be asked whether the creep 

rates observed at 850°C are able to be accounted for using the diffusion creep model. 

The above being said, it is also true that grain elongation was only observed in a sample tested at 

10MPa and in general, recovery-controlled creep is said to occur in class II materials. Examples 

of class II materials are pure metals and single-phase alloys3\ which seems to exclude 441 

stainless steel. 

Glide-controlled creep requires dislocations to glide through the lattice under an applied stress22 . 

A 441 alloy produced by Allegheny Ludlum is said to have a yield strength of approximately 

25MPa at 850°C65 . This does not imply that the applied stress needs to exceed 25MPa, since at 

the temperature of 850°C there is a large amount of thermal energy available to help dislocations 

glide. The limiting factor will be the energy required by a dislocation to overcome an obstacle in 

the lattice17. 

The shape of the creep curves obtained indicated the presence of some amount of primary creep. 

Primary creep is characteristic of a power law (i.e. dislocation creep) creep curve. During 

primary creep, the rate of work hardening in the material exceeds the rate of recovery, resulting 

in a decreasing creep rate20. If only diffusion creep were present, there would be no reason for 

the creep rate to decrease in the initial stage of the test. 
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Given the high temperature, it is clear that diffusion will play an important role, regardless of the 

deformation mechanism. There is evidence to suggest that there is some type of dislocation 

movement within the structure, however only further investigation could possibly identify this for 

certain. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

Two constant load creep test rigs were designed, manufactured and commissioned in accordance 

with ASTM 139-00 standards for the creep testing of metallic materials. The data acquisition 

system for the rigs was programmed using Microsoft® Visual Basic 6.0® and is capable of 

logging extension, load and temperature as a function of testing time. Despite some initial 

problems, it is now possible to produce accurate creep test data using the rigs, however the 
, 

reliability of the data is still highly dependent on the users ability to set the tests up correctly. 

Recommendations are made for the improvement of the rigs to such a level that any user can set 

up a successful test given a set procedure. 

Sag testing was found to be a useful method for comparative testing of the creep resistance of an 

alloy in different annealed conditions. Other than temperature distributions within the furnace, it 

seems that the reliability of the test is affected mostly by the friction between the sample and the 

test rack. Results obtained showed consistent differences between samples of different annealed 

conditions and once a test method had been established, the consistency of the results obtained 

improved. 

In particular, the results of the sag tests show: 

(1) A higher annealing temperature is beneficial for the creep resistance of the material. 

(A high annealing temperature produces a large grain size and dissolves much of the 

precipitates present in the microstructure). 

(2) Heat A, having a lower niobium content, but a larger average grain size than heat B, 

displayed superior creep resistance (i.e. lower sag deflections). 

(3) The deformation mechanism responsible for causing the sag test samples to creep is 

dependent on grain size, since a lower niobium content (heat A) should result in 

poorer creep resistance, but the effect of the grain size overcame the effect of 

niobium content (for the niobium contents tested). 

(4) The data obtained from testing 441 stainless steel, supplied by Columbus Stainless, is 

comparable to data already published on this material. 

Despite the poor quality of the data obtained from creep testing, the trends observed confirmed 

the first three of the above four points. The effect of the grain size relative to the effect of the 

niobium content on creep resistance was not resolved, however, it can be said that both factors 
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are vitally important in controlling the creep characteristics of the steel. In practice, a balance 

may have to be found where creep properties and properties required for effective processing 

(such as formability) can be optimised. 

The mechanism of creep deformation was not identified, h,0wever, certain important 

characteristics were noted: 

(1) The mechanism of deformation results in an elongation of the grams m the 

microstructure for stresses greater than or equal to lOMPa. It is possible that grain 

elongation occurs at lower stresses as well, however, no sample was strained to a 

large enough extent for this to become noticeable. 

(2) Most data indicated that primary creep characterised by a decreasing creep rate 

occurred. This is generally characteristic of dislocation creep models (power law 

creep). 

(3) As mentioned above, the creep rate showed a strong dependence on the grain size. 

This is generally characteristic of diffusion creep models. 

(4) Ferritic stainless steels have a high stacking fault energy resulting in relatively easy 

cross-slip and climb of dislocations. This could be important with regards to 

recovery-controlled creep, but perhaps of more significance is the fact that this would 

aid dislocations in overcoming obstacles in glide-controlled creep. 

(5) The temperature at which tests were conducted (850°C) necessarily means that 

diffusion will play an important role, regardless of the deformation mechanism. (e.g. 

diffusion of vacancies to dislocation lines resulting in dislocation climb). 
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CHAPTERS 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The influence of microstructure on the creep properties of 441 ferritic stainless steel was 

investigated, however, due to certain limitations, this objective has not been fully realised. 

The creep test results showed a high dependency on the way in which a particular test was set up. 

In particular, the determination of the exact initial loading conditions of the specimen was found 

to be difficult due to the nature of the load train. It is recommended that the lower pull rod and 

the extensometer system be modified to ensure the possibility of precise load application. 

Technical details of these modifications are included in Appendix C of this report. 

A simple modification of the creep test sample is also recommended in order to minimise any 

plastic deformation outside of the gauge length. These modifications would include a very slight 

widening of the head of the sample to counter any possibility of deformation around the pin 

holes. 

Besides these minor changes to the apparatus and samples, there are certain suggestions for 

future work into the investigation of the microstructural influences on the creep properties of 441 

ferritic stainless steel. 

(1) Based on past literature8
, the influence on the niobium content and grain size are two 

of the most prevalent microstructural aspects to consider in an investigation of this 

alloy. F or this reason, it is suggested that a wider selection of heats with differing 

niobium contents be evaluated. Of course the problem encountered in this 

investigation with the difference in grain size between heats (see §6 .1.1) would need 

to be rectified if a' sound analysis was to be made of the relative effect of each factor. 

This could supposedly be done simply by carefully adjusting the annealing times of 

each alloy to control the grain growth and obtain a uniform grain size across the 

entire range of heats. However, care should be taken to establish the amount of 

'uncombined' niobium (as described in §2.6) in each heat after annealing. The 

reason for this is that by changing the annealing times of each heat, a corresponding 

change in the amount of uncombined niobium should occur (as further dissolution of 

precipitates is possible with longer annealing times). The literature shows that it is 

the uncombined niobium that has a large effect on the creep properties 8 
. 
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(2) In terms of determining the creep deformation mechanism, it would be valuable to be 

able to calculate the steady state strain rate at various levels of stress and to compute 

the stress exponent, n (see equation 2.15). This should give a good indication of the 

deformation mechanism, especially if uniform grain size of all samples is achieved. 

It is advisable that other methods be used in conjunction with this, such as, 

microstructural observation (grain size and shape) and electron backscattered 

diffraction (EBSD) for determining the extent of any sub structure (both before and 

after testing). 

(3) The reliability of the sag test could be increased by conducting tests in a furnace 

fitted with a circulating fan to minimise any temperature distributions, or else a 

relatively large furnace (relative to the size of the samples and test rig), where 

temperature variations may not be as pronounced. It may also be useful to take an 

average of more than 2 tests per result (say 3 to 5 tests). 
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APPENDIX A 

Creep Test Rig Technical Drawings 

Drawing No. Drawing 
1 Load Frame 
2 Lever 
3 Fulcrum 
4 Upper base plate 
5 Lower base plate 
6 Hot pull rods 
7 Threaded specimen grips 
8 Extensometer clamps 
9 Lower extensometer plate 
10 Upper extensometer plate 
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APPENDIX B 

Creep Test Rig Data Acquisition System Code 

MS Visual Basic 6.0® 
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'Centre for Materials Engineering, UCT 
'Creep Data Logger - COL 
'July 2002 
'Michael Dollman 

Option Explicit 

Dim SerialNo As Long 
Dim StopWl As CStopWatch 
Dim StopW2 As CStopWatch 
Dim lngFrequency As Long 
Const BufSize = 400000 
Const AGND = 4096 
Dim Value As Long 
Dim error As Long 
Dim chi () As Long 
Dim gl () As Long 
Dim uvbuf(BufSize) As Long 
Dim samples_unread As Long 
Dim NumChan As Long 
Dim intRange As Integer 
Dim intGain As Integer 
Dim updatecnt As Long 
Dim updatesec As Long 
Dim i As Long 
Dim intConfirml As Integer 
Dim intConfirm2 As Integer 
Dim intConfirmExit As Integer 
Dim dblChannelO As Double 
Dim dblChannell As Double 
Dim dblChanne12 As Double 
Dim dblChanne13 As Double 
Dim dblChanne14 As Double 
Dim dblChanne15 As Double 
Dim dblChanne16 As Double 
Dim dblChanne17 As Double 
Dim dblFactorO As Double 
Dim dblFactorl As Double 
Dim dblFactor2 As Double 
Dim dblFactor3 As Double 
Dim dblFactor4 As Double 
Dim dblFactor5 As Double 
Dim dblFactor6 As Double 
Dim dblFactor7 As Double 
Dim strFactorOO As String 
Dim strFactorOl As String 
Dim strFactor02 As String 
Dim strFactor03 As String 
Dim strFactor04 As String 
Dim strFactor05 As String 
Dim strFactor06 As String 
Dim strFactor07 As String 
Dim dblCHO As Double 
Dim dblCHl 
Dim dblCH2 
Dim dblCH3 
Dim dblCH4 
Dim dblCH5 
Dim dblCH6 

As 
As 
As 
As 
As 
A'$ 

Double 
Double 
Double 
Double 
Double 
Double 

Dim dblCH7 As Double 
Dim strFilel As String 
Dim strPathl As String 
Dim strFile2 As String 
Dim strPath2 As String 
Dim intCountl As Integer 
Dim intCount2 As Integer 
Dim strPath As String 
Dim strFile As String 
Dim strCalPass As String 
Dim dblTimel As Double 
Dim dblTime2 As Double 
Dim DataPointsl As Integer 
Dim DataPoints2 As Integer 
Dim intRowsl As Integer 
Dim intRows2 As Integer 

'PCI703 l6/A Board Serial No 
'New stopwatch 1 
'New stopwatch 2 
'Board Frequency 
'Max AD buffer size 
'Ground ref 
'General parameter 
'Returned error 
'Channel list array 
'Gain list array 
'Micro voltage buffer 
'Number of samples available in driver buffer 
'Number of channels 
'Range 
'Gain 
'Update count variable 
'Update period 
'General variable 
'Confirmation for rig 1 stop 
'Confirmation for rig 2 stop 
'Exit confirmation 

'Hold channel voltage values during logging 

'Hold channel factor values during logging 

'Hold channel factor values on startup 

'Hold actual physical values after conversion 

'File to save rig 1 data 
'File 1 path 
'File to save rig 2 data 
'File 2 path 
'Count variable 1 
'Count variable 2 
'CDLFactor.txt path 
'CDLFactor.txt 
'Password for access to Calibration Factors 
'Holds hour time for rig 1 
'Holds hour time for rig 2 
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IrmlVlaln - L. 

Dim dblDisplZerol As Double 
Dim dblDisplZero2 As Double 
Dim dblTempConv As Double 
Dim dblTempAdd As Double 
Dim dblForceConv As Double 
Dim dblDisplConv As Double 

'Holds displacement offset for displacement zeroing 
'Holds displacement offset for displacement zeroing 

'Conversion Factors for changing units 

Dim dblDisplArrayl(lOO) As Double 
Dim intArrayl As Integer 
Dim dblDisplAvgl As Double 
Dim dblDisplSuml As Double 
Dim dblDisplArray2(100) As Double 
Dim intArray2 As Integer 
Dim dblDisplAvg2 As Double 
Dim dblDisplSum2 As Double 
Dim int30intl As Integer 
Dim int30int2 As Integer 

Private Sub cmdChangeO Click() 
'Change factor 0 to user input via inputbox 
txtFactorO.Text = InputBox("Please enter calibration factor for channel 0", "Input calibr 

ation factor") 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdChangel Click() 
'Change factor 1 to user input via inputbox 
txtFactorl.Text = InputBox("Please enter calibration factor for channell", "Input calibr 

ation factor") 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdChange2 Click() 
'Change factor 2 to user input via inputbox 
txtFactor2.Text = InputBox("Please enter calibration factor for channel 2", "Input calibr 

ation factor") 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdChange3 Click() 
'Change factor 3 to user input via inputbox 
txtFactor3.Text = InputBox("Please enter calibration factor for channel 3", "Input calibr 

ation factor") 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdChange4 Click() 
'Change factor 4 to user input via inputbox 
txtFactor4.Text = InputBox("Please enter calibration factor for channel 4", "Input calibr 

ation factor") 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdChange5 Click() 
'Change factor 5 to user input via inputbox 
txtFactor5.Text = InputBox("Please enter calibration factor for channel 5", "Input calibr 

ation factor") 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdChange6 Click() 
'Change factor 6 to user input via inputbox 
txtFactor6.Text = InputBox("Please enter calibration factor for channel 6", "Input calibr 

ation factor") 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdChange7 Click() 
'Change factor 7 to user input via inputbox 
txtFactor7.Text = InputBox("Please enter calibration factor for channel 7", "Input calibr 

ation factor") 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdResetl_Click() 
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'Allow time to be reset 
StopW1.Reset 
IblTimer1.Caption = StopW1.Display 
dblTime1 = 0 
txtSeconds1.Text = "0.000" 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdReset2 Click() 
'Allow time to be reset 
StopW2.Reset 
IblTimer2.Caption = StopW2.Display 
dblTime2 = 0 
txtSeconds2.Text = "0.000" 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdSaveFactors Click() 
'Remove calibration and voltmeter from user view 
fraMessages.Visible = True 
fraCalibration.Visible = False 
'fraChart.Visible = True 

'Save factors to file 
Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactorO.txt" For Output As #3 
Write #3, txtFactorO.Text 
Close #3 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactor1.txt" For Output As #4 
Write #4, txtFactor1.Text 
Close #4 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactor2.txt" For Output As #5 
Write #5, txtFactor2.Text 
Close #5 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactor3.txt" For Output As #6 
Write #6, txtFactor3.Text 
Close #6· 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactor4.txt" For Output As #7 
Write #7, txtFactor4.Text 
Close #7 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactor5.txt" For Output As #8 
Write #8, txtFactor5.Text 
Close #8 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactor6.txt" For Output As #9 
Write #9, txtFactor6.Text 
Close #9 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactor7.txt" For Output As #10 
Write #10, txtFactor7.Text 
Close #10 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdStartl Click() 
'If calibration frame is visible, disallow start 
If fraCalibration.Visible = True Then 

imgWarning.Visible = True 
txtAlert.Text = "Please click SAVE AND CLOSE before starting" 
tmrConfirm.Enabled = True 
Exit Sub 

End If 

If txtName1.Text ="" Or txtMat1.Text ="" Or txtSample1.Text = "" Or txtTempl.Text 
Or txtLoad1.Text = "" Or txtFile1.Text = "" Then 

txtAlert.Text = "Please complete all text boxes before starting test" 
imgWarning.Visible True 
tmrConfirm.Enabled = True 
Exit Sub 

End If 

"" 
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If txtInterval1.Text < 2.5 Then 
imgWarning.Visible = True 
txtAlert.Text = "The sampling interval you selected is too low" 
tmrConfirm.Enabled True 
Exit Sub 

End If 

If txtInterval1.Text > 120 Then 
imgWarning.Visible = True 
txtAlert.Text = "The sampling interval you selected is too high" 
tmrConfirm.Enabled True 
Exit Sub 

End If 
'Change state of buttons and LED 
EDRELed1.State = True 
cmdStart1.Enabled = False 
cmdStop1.Enabled = True 
cmdReset1.Enabled = False 
txtName1.Enabled = False 
txtMat1.Enabled = False 
txtSample1.Enabled = False 
txtTemp1.Enabled False 
txtLoad1.Enabled = False 
txtFile1.Enabled = False 
txtSeconds1.Visible = True 

'Zero displacement at start 
If chkDisplZero1.Value = 1 Then 

dblDisplZero1 Val (txtChanne13) 
Else 

dblDisplZero1 0 
End If 

'Display and start stopwatch 
lblTimer1.Caption StopW1.Display 
tmrStopW1.Enabled = True 

'Create text file to which data will be written 
strFile1= txtFile1.Text 
strPath1 = "c:\CreepData1\" 
Open strPath1 & strFile1 & ".txt" For Append As #1 
Write #1, "CREEP RIG 1 DATA" 
Write #1, 
Write #1, "Date: "& Date 
Write #1, "Time Started: "& Time 
Write #1, "Testers Name: "& txtNamel.Text 
Write #1, "Material tested: "& txtMat1.Text 
Write #1, "Sample Number: "& txtSamplel.Text 
Write #1, "Test Temperature: "& txtTemp1.Text 
Write #1, "Test Load: "& txtLoad1. Text 
Write #1, "FileName: "& txtFilel. Text 
Write #1, 
Write #1, "Time"; "Displacement"; "Load"; "Temp 1"; "Temp 2" 

Close #1 

'Start timer to begin logging 
tmrWrite1.Interval = 30000 
int30int1 = 2 * Val (txtInterval1.Text) 
txtPerho~r1.Text = 60 / Val (txtInterval1.Text) 
txtPerhour1.Visible = True 
tmrWrite1.Enabled = True 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdStart2 Click() 
'If calibration frame is visible, disallow start 
If fraCalibration.Visible = True Then 

imgWarning.Visible = True 
txtAlert.Text = "Please click SAVE AND CLOSE before starting" 
tmrConfirm.Enabled = True 
Exit Sub 

End If 
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IrmMaln - 0 

If intConfirml = 0 Then 
imgWarning.Visible = True 
txtAlert.Text = "Click STOP again to confirm" 
tmrConfirm.Enabled = True 
intConfirml = intConfirm2 + 1 
Exit Sub 

ElseIf intConfirml = 1 Then 
intConfirml = 0 
txtAlert.Text = "" 
imgWarning.Visible = False 
tmrWritel.Enabled = False 

End If 

'Change state of buttons and LED 
EDRELedl.State = False 
cmdStopl.Enabled = False 
cmdStartl.Enabled = True 
cmdResetl.Enabled = True 
txtNamel.Enabled = True 
txtMatl.Enabled = True 
txtSamplel.Enabled = True 
txtTempl.Enabled True 
txtLoadl.Enabled True 
txtFilel.Enabled True 

'Stop stopwatch 
tmrStopWl.Enabled 

End Sub 

False 

Private Sub cmdStop2 Click() 
'Ask for confirmation 

If intConfirm2 = 0 Then 
imgWarning.Visible = True 
txtAlert.Text = "Click STOP again to confirm" 
tmrConfirm.Enabled = True 
intConfirm2 = intConfirm2 + 1 
Exit Sub 

ElseIf intConfirm2 = 1 Then 
intConfirm2 = 0 
txtAlert.Text = "" 
imgWarning.Visible = False 
tmrWrite2.Enabled = False 

End If 

'Change state of buttons and LED 
EDRELed2.State = False 
cmdStop2.Enabled = False 
cmdStart2.Enabled = True 
cmdReset2.Enabled = True 
txtName2.Enabled = True 
txtMat2.Enabled = True 
txtSample2.Enabled = True 
txtTemp2.Enabled True 
txtLoad2.Enabled True 
txtFile2.Enabled True 

'Stop stopwatch 
tmrStopW2.Enabled False 

End Sub 

Private Sub Commandl Click() 
'Hide Board Status Frame 
fraMessages.Visible = True 
fraStatus.Visible = False 

End Sub 

Private Sub Form_Load() 
'Load Factors 
strPath "c:\cdl\" 
strFile = "CDLFactor" 
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rrrnMaln - I 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactorO.txt" For Input As #3 
Input #3, strFactorOO 
Close #3 
txtFactorO.Text = strFactorOO 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactorl.txt" For Input As #4 
Input #4, strFactorOI 
Close #4 
txtFactorl.Text = strFactorOl 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactor2.txt" For Input As #5 
Input #5, strFactor02 
Close #5 
txtFactor2.Text = strFactor02 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactor3.txt" For Input As #6 
Input #6, strFactor03 
Close #6 
txtFactor3.Text = strFactor03 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactor4.txt" For Input As #7 
Input #7, strFactor04 
Close #7 
txtFactor4.Text = strFactor04 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactor5.txt" For Input As #8 
Input #8, strFactor05 
Close #8 
txtFactor5.Text = strFactor05 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactor6.txt" For Input As #9 
Input #9, strFactor06 
Close #9 
txtFactor6.Text = strFactor06 

Open "c:\CDL\CDLFactor7.txt" For Input As #10 
Input #10, strFactor07 
Close #10 
txtFactor7.Text = strFactor07 

'Call initialise procedure 
Call Initialise 

'Create new instances of Class Module CStopWatch 
Set StopWl New CStopWatch 
Set StopW2 = New CStopWatch 

'Display Stopwatch objects 
IblTirnerl.Caption StopWl.Display 
trnrStopWl.Enabled False 

IblTirner2.Caption 
tmrStopW2.Enabled 

End Sub 

StopW2.Display 
False 

Private Sub Initialise() 
'Initialise board 
EDREUtlXl.SelectDialog 
SerialNo = EDREUtlXl.SerialNumber 
EDREAdXl.SerialNumber = SerialNo 

'Initialise form 
cmdStartl.Enabled = True 
cmdStart2.Enabled = True 
cmdStopl.Enabled = False 
cmdStop2.Enabled = False 
EDRELedl.State = False 
EDRELed2.State = False 
cmdResetl.Enabled = True 
cmdReset2.Enabled = True 
tmrRead.Enabled = False 
fraCalibration.Visible = False 
txtFactorO.Enabled = False 
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txtFactor1.Enabled 
txtFactor2.Enabled 
txtFactor3.Enabled 
txtFactor4.Enabled 
txtFactor5.Enabled 
txtFactor6.Enabled 
txtFactor7.Enabled 

False 
False 
False 
False 
False 
False 
False 

'Check if drive is allocated 
chkAlloc.Value = 0 
If EDREAdX1.BufferAllocated Then 

chkAlloc.Value = 1 
End If 

NumChan = 8 
lngFrequency = 100 
EDREAdX1.Frequency 

'# of active channels 
'Set frequency to 100 Hz 

lngFrequency 

'If serial no is allocated, start 
If SerialNo > 0 Then 

tmrRead.Enabled = True 
End If 

'Set channel list 
Call SetChLst 

'build channel list 
SetChLst 

'Configure 
EDREAdX1.ClockSource = 0 
EDREAdX1.Configure chl(O), gl(O), NumChan 
updatesec = 1 
chkOver.Value = 0 

'start sampling 
EDREAdX1.Stop 

error = EDREAdX1.Start 
tmrRead.Enabled = True 
If (error < EDRE_OK) Then 

MsgBox "AD Start Error! Error 
Else 

chkOver.Value = 0 
End If 

updatecnt = 0 

" + Format (error) , vbCritical 

'Set Displacement Zeroing variables to 0 
dblDisplZero1 0 
dblDisplZero2 = 0 

End Sub 

Private Sub SetChLst() 
Dim i As Long 

'Set range and gain 
intRange'= 0 
intGain = 0 

'reset arrays 
Erase chl 
Erase gl 
ReDim chl(NumChan) 
ReDim gl(NumChan) 

'setup gain and channel list 
For i = 0 To NumChan - 1 

chl(i) = i 
gl(i) = 256 * intRange + intGain + AGND 

Next i 

End Sub 
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Private Sub Get Data () 

Value = samples_unread 

'If value> BufSize Then 
value = BufSize 

'End If 

If Value > 0 Then 
'get data from driver via buffer 
error = EDREAdXl.GetData(uvbuf(O), Value) 
If (error < EDRE_OK) Then 

MsgBox "Get Data Error! Error = " + Format(error), vbCritical 
End If 

updatecnt = updatecnt + 1 

'If updatecnt = updatesec Then 
Call Updatevalue 
updatecnt = 0 

'End If 

End If 

tmrUpdateText.Enabled True 

End Sub 

Private Sub Form_Unload(Cancel As Integer) 

'Confirm application termination 
If intConfirmExit = 0 Then 

imgWarning.Visible = True 
txtAlert.Text = "Logging will be terminated click EXIT again to confirm" 
intConfirmExit = intConfirmExit + 1 
tmrConfirm.Enabled = True 
Cancel = 1 
Exit. Sub 

ElseIf intConfirmExit 1 Then 
intConfirmExit = 0 

End If 

'Stop sampling 
Call StopData 

End Sub 

Private Sub mnuDisplayPCI Click() 
'Show Board Status Frame 
fraMessages.Visible = False 
fraStatus.Visible = True 

End Sub 

Private Sub mnuDisplayUnits_Click() 
h:m\)ni t. s . SnoVl 

End Sub 

Private Sub mnuFileExit Click() 
'unload application
Unload Me 

End Sub 

Private Sub mnuFileNewOne Click() 

If EDRELedl.State = True Then 
txtAlert.Text = "STOP logging before setting up a new test" 
imgWarning.Visible True 
tmrConfirm.Enabled = True 
Exit Sub 

End If 

'Reset all rig one parameters for new test 
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txtName1.Text = "" 

txtMat1.Text = "" 
txtSamp1e1 = "" 
txtTemp1.Text "" 
txtLoad1.Text = "" 
txtFile1.Text = "" 
Call cmdReset1 Click 
txtPerhour1.Visible False 

tmrStopW1.Enabled False 
tmrWrite1.Enabled False 

'Variables 
intCount1 = 0 
dbiTime1 = 0 
dbiDispiZero1 0 

End Sub 

Private Sub mnuFileNewTwo_Click() 

If EDRELed2.State = True Then 
txtAlert.Text = "STOP logging before setting up a new test" 
imgWarning.Visible True 
tmrConfirm.Enabled = True 
Exit Sub 

End If 

'Reset all rig one parameters for new test 
txtName2.Text = "" 

txtMat2.Text = "" 
txtSample2 = "" 
txtTemp2.Text "" 
txtLoad2.Text = "" 
txtFile2.Text = "" 
Call cmdReset2 Click 
txtPerhour2.Visible False 

tmrStopW2.Enabled False 
tmrWrite2.Enabled False 

'Variables 
intCount2 = 0 
dbiTime2 = 0 
dbiDispiZero2 0 

End Sub 

Private Sub mnuHelpAbout Click() 
frmAbout.Show 

End Sub 

Private Sub mnuSettingsCal Click() 
'If data logging is in-progress, deny access to calibration 
If EDRELed1.State = True Or EDRELed2.State = True Then 

imgWarning.Visible = True 
txtAlert.Text = "NO ACCESS with data logging in progress" 
tmrConfirm.Enabled = True 
Exit Sub 

End If 

Open "c:\CDL\CaIPass.txt" For Input As #12 
Input #12, strCalPass 

Close #12 

Dim strPassword As String 
strPassword = InputBox("Please enter password", "Password verification") 
If strPassword = strCalPass Then 

fraMessages.Visible = False 
fraCalibration.Visible = True 

Else 
MsgBox "Incorrect password", vbCritical, "Access Denied" 
Exit Sub 

End If 
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rrmlVlaln - 1- 1-

End Sub 

. Private Sub mnuSettingsCalculate Click() 
frmCalculate.Show 

End Sub 

Private Sub mnuSettingsPassword Click() 
'If data logging is in progress, deny access to password setting 
If EDRELed1.State = True Or EDRELed2.State = True Then 

imgWarning.Visible = True 
txtAlert.Text = "NO ACCESS with data logging in progress" 
tmrConfirm.Enabled = True 
Exit Sub 

End If 

frmPassword.Show 

End Sub 

Private Sub tmrConfirm_Timer() 
'Reset confirmation procedures 
intConfirm1 = 0 
intConfirm2 = 0 
intConfirmExit = 0 
imgWarning.Visible 
txtAlert.Text = "" 

tmrConfirm.Enabled 

End Sub 

False 

False 

Private Sub tmrRead_Timer() 

'get status information from the board 

'Reset 
chkBusy.Value 0 
chkOver.Value 0 

'check if busy 
If EDREUtlX1.Query(103, 0) > 0 Then chkBusy.Value 1 

'check if there was a buffer overrun 
If EDREUtlX1.Query(107, 0) > 0 Then chkOver.Value 1 

'check number of samples available 
samples_unread = EDREAdX1.GetUnread() 
If (error < EDRE OK) Then 

imgWarning.VIsible = True 
txtAlert.Text = "Error: " + Format (error) 

Else 
txtUnread.Text 

End If 

'Check for errors 

Format (samples_unread) 

'If (err9r < EDRE_OK) Then 
MsgBox "Error: " + Format (error) , vbCritical, "Error" 

'End If 

'Get voltages from driver 
Call Get Data 

End Sub 

Private Sub tmrStopW1 Timer() 
'Tell stopwatch to increment itself 
StopW1.Increment 

'Give the statement that tells the object to display itself 
lblTimer1.Caption = StopW1.Display 

'Increment dbltime1 
dblTime1 = dblTime1 + (1 / 3600) 
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Select Case intForce 
Case Is = 0 

dblForceConv 1 * 9.81 
j = 3 
For z = 0 To 3 

lblN1(z) . Caption "N" 
Next 

Case Is = 1 
dblForceConv 1 
j = 3 
For z = 0 To 3 

lblN1(z) .Caption "kg" 
Next 

Case Is = 2 
dblForceConv 1000 
j = 0 
For z = 0 To 3 

lblN1(z) .Caption "g" 
Next 

End Select 

Select Case intDispl 
Case Is = 0 

dblDisplConv 1 
k = 2 
For z = 0 To 1 

lblmm1(z) . Font = "MS Sans Serif" 
lblmm1(z) .Caption = "mm" 
lblMicron(z) .Visible = False 

Next 
Case Is = 1 

dblDisplConv 
k = 0 

1000 

For z = 0 To 1 
Iblmml(z) . Caption = "m" 
lblmm1(z) . Font = "Symbol" 
lblMicron(z) .Visible = True 

Next 
Case Is = 2 

dblDisplConv 1 / 1000 
k = 5 
For z = 0 To 1 

Next 
End Select 
'Put voltage 
dblChannelO 
dblChannel1 
db1Channel2 
dblChanne13 
dblChannel4 
dblChannel5 
dblChannel6 
dblChannel7 

'Put factor 
dblFactorO 
dblFactor1 
dblFactor2 
dblFactor3 
dblFactor4 
dblFactor5 
dblFactor6 
dblFactor7 

lblmm1(z) . Font = "MS Sans Serif" 
lblmm1(z) .Caption = "m" 
lblMicron(z) .Visible = False 

into variable 
txtChannel(O) .Text 
txtChannel(l) .Text 
txtChannel(2) .Text 
txtChannel(3) .Text 
txtChannel(4) .Text 
txtChannel(5) .Text 
txtChannel(6) .Text 
txtChannel(7) .Text 

into variable 
txtFactorO.Text 
txtFactor1.Text 
txtFactor2.Text 
txtFactor3.Text 
txtFactor4.Text 
txtFactor5.Text 
txtFactor6.Text 
txtFactor7.Text 

'Put product of factor and voltage into text box 
dblCHO dblChannelO * dblFactorO 
dblCH1 dblChannel1 * dblFactor1 
dblCH2 dblChannel2 * dblFactor2 
dblCH3 dblChannel3 * dblFactor3 
dblCH4 dblChannel4 * dblFactor4 
dblCH5 dblChannel5 * dblFactor5 
dblCH6 dblChannel6 * dblFactor6 
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dblCH7 = dblChannel7 * dblFactor7 

'Assign variables to text boxes for display in selected units 
txtChannelO.Text Round((dblTempConv * dblCHO) + dblTempAdd, 0) 
txtChannel1.Text = Round((dblTempConv * dblCH1) + dblTempAdd, 0) 
txtChanne12.Text = Round(dblForceConv * dblCH2, j) 
Call Average1 'To display displacement 1 
txtChannel4.Text Round((dblTempConv * dblCH4) + db1TempAdd, 0) 
txtChannel5.Text = Round((dblTempConv * dblCH5) + db1TempAdd, 0) 
txtChannel6.Text = Round(dblForceConv * dblCH6, j) 
Call Average2 'To display displacement 2 

End Sub 

Private Sub tmrWrite1_Timer() 

intCount1 = intCount1 + 1 

'Open file to write data 
If intCount1 = int30int1 Then 

Open strPath1 & strFile1 & ".txt" For Append As #1 
Write #1, Round(dblTime1, 3); txtChannel3.Text; txtChannel2.Text; txtChannelO.Text; t 

xtChannel1.Text 
Close #1 
intCount1 0 

End If 

tmrWrite1.Enabled 
tmrWrite1.Enabled 

False 
True 

End Sub 

Private Sub tmrWrite2_Timer() 

intCount2 = intCount2 + 1 

'Open file to write data 
If intCount2 = int30int2 Then 

Open strPath2 & strFile2 & ".txt" For Append As #2 
Write #2, Round(dblTime2, 3); txtChannel7.Text; txtChannel6.Text; txtChannel4.Text; t 

xtChannel5.Text 
Close #2 
intCount2 0 

End If 

tmrWrite2.Enabled 
tmrWrite2.Enabled 

False 
True 

End Sub 

Private Sub txtChannel2 Change() 
'Check load cell 
If Val (txtChannel2.Text) > 981 Then 

txtA1ert.Text = "Make sure 0-1000 kg load cell is in use" 
imgWarning.Visible = True 
tmrConfirm.Enabled = True 

ElseIf Val (txtChannel2) > 9810 Then 
txtAlert.Text = "Load cell limit exceeded. REMOVE load now!" 
imgWarning.Visible True 
tmrConfirm.Enabled = True 

End If 

End Sub 

Private Sub txtChannel6_Change() 
'Check load cell 
If Val (txtChannel6.Text) > 981 Then 

txtAlert.Text = "Make sure 0-1000 kg load cell is in use" 
imgWarning.Visible = True 
tmrConfirm.Enabled = True 

ElseIf Val (txtChanne16) > 9810 Then 
txtAlert.Text = "Load cell limit exceeded. REMOVE load now!" 
imgWarning.Visible True 
tmrConfirm.Enabled = True 

End If 
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End Sub 

Private Sub Average1() 
Dim i As Integer 

If intArray1 = 100 Then 
intArray1 = a 

End If 

intArray1 = intArray1 + 1 

dblDisplArray1(intArray1) 
dblDisplSum1 = a 

dblCH3 

For i = a To 99 
dblDisplSum1 

Next 
dblDisplSum1 + dblDisplArray1(i) 

dblDisplAvg1 = dblDisplSum1 / 100 

txtChanne13.Text = Round(dblDisplAvg1 - dblDisplZero1, 2) 

End Sub 

Private Sub Average2() 
Dim j As Integer 

If intArray2 = 100 Then 
intArray2 = a 

End If 

intArray2 = intArray2 + 1 

dblDisplArray2(intArray2) 
dblDisplSum2 = a 

dblCH7 

For j = 0 To 99 
dblDisplSum2 

Next 
dblDisplSum2 + dblDisplArray2(j) 

dblDisplAvg2 = dblDisplSum2 / 100 

txtChanne17.Text = Round(dblDisplAvg2 - dblDisplZer02, 2) 

End Sub 
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APPENDIX C 

Technical Information Regarding Creep Rig Recommendations 
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Ilcfining lhc Cu rrcnl l'ruhlcDl 

AI present, the ability of tile u,'" 10 a""",a ldy ,kl~'mi,,~ Ih~ j,)fCe ~x~n~d on the .specimen '" 

hamrcrcd, The reason. fo<this are t"o-fold, Fir,tly, Ih~ insubtion p~~kcd "I Ihe top "nJ l>olIo", ~r"b 

of tho: furnace can r~,"li in a frictional j"rc~ if packed too tightly. I his frictional fo,,'c re,ult. in 

inaccurak force m':'lsu,,·mcnts. Sccollill). ,,,><In"'rc ~ig.ni r.c;mtl y, "hen the load on Ih~ sdmple is 

?erred at the Oef(ln ninf( of" W,I, pan "f til<" load trai" e'pcrimcc, a co"'prcssi,c fore,' . I hi, i, " 

probkll' ,illce Ihe load tn,,,' i, mounted bct"e-en rnd cnd hearing' ("hich ensure axial It;.- of load'ng 

during tc,ting). "hich C"u"" tht: load I",in 10 buckk ,ide",a), a"d rcsl sl ight l) on the in,ubliOll and! 

or die inner tube oflhe fumace. Thi, dT~cti,ely means lhat the re,ultant forc~ measured by th~ bod 

c~1I is erron~ou,. 

Consider the schemalic diagram of Ihe l"ad t'ain in Jigu", CJ, Note th"1 Ihc ,~d "m'w, r~prescnt 
,"riou, forces. 

A 

~' r Uopo, Pull Rod :> FL 
, 

L<lpor Coo""olOl' -I 
I 

lJpper ><ot Pu l Rod >1 
Samo", -I 

Lower Hot f'uII Rod -
L"""", Con""dor ~ 1 Fw 

lower Pu l Roo-- -> I 
B . 1 r F, 

Fig"," Cl: Schemalic or CU1TC'~ 1000 tr:lio. A .ltd B "'rr=nlllJc po.iti<"" of the pivOl points (roo ~",I 

be.rings), I'll<: dirC<: ' iom of th< forces "' .• oro"" lOr 1Ix: condili "" ... here the 10:><1 on tile samr>Jc is ""ro. 

rhe fon:c> depicted in figltre Cl a re as follo"-s: 

F, is t h~ force app lied to the load train ~i" the lever. 

Fw is lhc "eighl "rtlle lo" .r hot pull rod, connector, pull rod and exte"><Jmeter (001 shm,,,) 
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Fe is the reaction force at the load cell situated just beneath point B. 

It can be seen that the lower portion of the load train is in compression, allowing the load train to 

swing sideways about point B. 

The proposed recommendations include moving the pivot from point B to approximately the position 

of the lower connector and redesigning the lower pull rod. The load cell is removed from the load 

train altogether and placed on the weight pan assembly. These recommendations require minimum 

cost and time of production to complete and will therefore not hinder any further projects greatly. 

Details of the Proposed Design Recommendations 

(i) Lower Pivot Point 

It is recommended that the lower pivot point be moved from point B (in figure el) to the 

lower end of the lower hot pull rod. This enables tests to be set up with minimal weight 

'hanging' from the sample. This weight will equal that of the lower hot pull rod and the 

extensometer system (about 2MPa using the sample design of the current investigation) and 

will have to be tolerated while setting up a test (i.e. the load on the sample cannot be zeroed, 

but rather minimized to a value which will be constant for every test conducted). It should be 

noted that this is the case with many commercial constant load creep test rigs. 

(ii) Lower Pull Rod 

It is recommended that the lower pull rod be modified from a single rod to two smaller rods 

side-by-side and joined by braces at the top and bottom. This will enable the center of weight 

of the extensometer system to be directly in line with the axis of loading, ensuring that no 

loading eccentricities occur due to the presence of the extensometer system. 

(iii) Extensometer 

Since the lower pull rod is to be modified to allow the extensometer to be properly aligned 

with the tensile axis, the existing aluminium extensometer plates, which house the L VDT, 

need to be replaced with similar plates that allow the L VDT to be positioned along the tensile 

axis of the load train. 

(iv) Load Cell Placement and Use 

If the weight of the lower hot pull rod and extensometer system is known, then the force on 

the sample before testing is known exactly. If the mass of the weights placed on the weight 
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pan are carefully measured before applying the load and the lever ratio is applied, the constant 

load on the sample can be calculated accurately without the use of the load cell. Thus the load 

cell is essentially made redundant in this case. It may be possible to include the load cell in 

the weight pan assembly, in which case it would function as a scale, measuring the mass of the 

weights placed on the weight pan, otherwise, the possibility of keeping the load cell in the 

load train assembly could be investigated changes in the sample load were to be monitored. 

Of course no changes in the sample load should be expected between the application of the 

load and the termination of a test. 

Figure C2 shows a schematic assembly of the proposed modified load train. Technical drawings for 

new and modified parts required are also included. 

EXPLOO[DVIE'WI E)(Pl.O(l{O VIEW 1 
PaS,l,Qh "I h~ ... ?r pull fo,1 
ilurtf'9 r~~tu'g 

Figure C2: Schematic of recommended load train modifications. Note that the lower pull rod assembly is fixed 

and can move up and down on the screw jack. 

During heating, the screw jack is raised to ensure that only the lower hot pull rod and pin are weighing 

on the sample (see exploded view 1 in figure C2). The screw jack is lowered just prior to application 

of the load to ensure that the load train is taut and that the applied load is accurate (see exploded view 

2 in figure C2). 
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Creep Test Set-up Procedure 

The basic procedure to follow in setting up a creep test using the modified design is as 

follows. 

1. Insert sample into grips. 

2. Attach extensometer clamps to sample gauge length (see figure 3.5 in § 3.4.4). Ensure 

that clamps are secure to prevent slippage during testing. 

3. Insert monitoring thermocouples into furnace from the top and position one as close to the 

top of the gauge length as possible and one as close to the bottom of the gauge length as 

possible. Ensure that thermocouples are securely attached to upper pull rod assembly. 

4. Adjust the counter weight on the lever (see figure 3.4 in § 3.4.2) until the lever is more or 

less horizontal. 

5. Adjust the screw jack such that the lower hot pull rod and pin are hanging completely free 

from the lower pull rod assembly (see figure C2, exploded view 1). 

6. Gently lower the furnace over the sample making sure that nothing clashes with the brittle 

furnace tube. 

7. Check that the load train IS hanging completely free from the furnace and other 

components. 

8. Pack insulation very gently into the open ends of the furnace. Tight packing (in the radial 

direction of the furnace tube) of the insulation will result in friction on the load train and 

change the desired applied load. Check that the insulation does not move the lower hot 

pull rod and pin into contact with the lower pull rod assembly (see figure C2, exploded 

view 1). 

9. Switch on furnace and set all three zones of the furnace to the desired testing temperature. 

J O. When the set temperature has been reached on the furnace temperature controllers, check 

that the temperature distribution shown by the monitoring thermocouples is within 

acceptable limits. 

11. Using the screw jack, slowly adjust the lower pull rod assembly downwards until the top 

brace of the lower pull rod assembly is just touching the pin through the lower hot pull 

rod (see figure C2, exploded view 2). 

12. Ensure all the information entered into the data acquisition system is correct and start 

logging. 

13. Gently load the required weight onto the weight pan. (Remember to take into account the 

correct lever ratio when calculating the required weight pan load.) 
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NOTES: 

Quantity: 2 parts per assembly 

Material: AISI316 Stainless Steel 

DRAWING 
NUMBER: 

C1 

605 

655 

8
1 EJ ~~i~.ensions 

--G.-. . .-.-. __ . All tolerances 
I O.2mm unless 
. otherwise 
I stated. 

H1"1.'~ 

30 

. UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
CENTRE FOR MATERIALS ENGINEERING 

TITLE: 

MODIFIED LOWER PULL RODS 

Michael Dallman I DATE: 19/03/2003 
DRAWN BY: 
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NOTES: 

Quanttty: 1 per assembly 

Material: AISI 304 or 316 Stainless Steel 

M20x2 

¢10.5 

PC082 

41 

DRAWING 
NUMBER: 

C2 

¢100 

¢10.5 

41 

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
CENTRE FOR MATERIALS ENGINEERING 

stated. Michael Dallman 19/03/2003 

LOWER PULL ROD BRACE 9
1 E8 ~1~i~.enSions 

-G-- - -- -- All tolerances 
i 0.2mm unless 

otherwise 
1 

TITLE: 

DRAWN BY: DATE: 
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M10x1.5 

PCD82 

NOTES: 

Quant~y: 1 per assembly 

Material: AISI 310 or 316 Stainless Steel 

3 

41 

DRAWING 
NUMBER: 

C3 

ct>100 

M10x1.5 

41 

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
CENTRE FOR MATERIALS ENGINEERING 

DRAWN BY: DATE: 

Michael Dallman 19/03/2003 

UPPER PULL ROD BRACE 
TITLE: 

BJ
I E3 ~Ii~~ensions 

-$-- - ____ Ali tolerances 
i O.2mm unless 

otherwise 
I stated. 
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¢9 

CD 

NOTES: 
Quantity: 1 per .assembly 

Material: 6061 Aluminium 

Material Thickness: 6 mm 

40 

DRAWING 
NUMBER: 

C4 

80 

$<J 
All dimensions 
In mm. 

_ All tolerances 
0.2mm unless 
otherwise 
stated. 

11 

¢6 

CD ..-

M3 

M8x1.0 
¢9 

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
CENTRE FOR MATERIALS ENGINEERING 

TITLE: 

UPPER EXTENSOMETER PLATE 
DRAWN BY: DATE: 

Michael Dallman 19/03/2003 
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... 

11 

¢21 
¢8 

10 

¢6 

NOTES: 
Quanttty: 1 per assembly 

Material: 6061 Aluminium 

Material Thickness: 6 mm 

80 

COUNTERBORE FOR 1'13 

... 

DRAWING 
NUMBER: 

C5 $
<3 All dimensions 

In mm. 
_ All tolerances 

0.2mm unless 
otherwise 
stated. 

11 
• 

¢6 
\ 

N 
M3 ..-

¢8 

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
CENTRE FOR MATERIALS ENGINEERING 

TITLE: 

LOWER EXTENSOMETER PLATE 
DRAWN BY: DATE: 

Michael Dallman 19103/2003 
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APPENDIX D 

Calculation of Approximate Stress in Sag Test Sample 
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The delails of a rough approximation to the .Iress on a sag le,t saooptc ~re 'how" ~low. rhe samplc 

was a"umed to be a 8traighl. flal. simply suppllrtcd beam, the w~ighl uf whi~h "as takcn to he a 

uniform di'lrihmoo luad, w, 

I I I 
w 
I I I • z 

The dimihUioo load wa, ~akulafed a' folio"s' 

where., 

phd/X 
---

I 
(78IJOXO,0254XO,00l5XO.254X9.1, /) --' 2.915Nm 

0.254 

W is (h~ uniformly distrihmed w~ight of the sample 

pi, the den.ity orfhe samptc 

h i. thc width of th~ samptc 

J is Ihe thickrle" urthe 'imTipic 

/ is (he leng(h oflhe ,ample 

g is Ih~ p.ravitational acceleration constanl. 

I he m"",mum b<>nding mum~nt can 00 lound b) the lalk,,, irlg fllnnula: 

The l!t:ndLng stre" i, foond as fuliuws: 

wherc, 

cr ~ My -= (O.OD5XO.(){)(175) 
f J.175x 10 ' 

5.6Mf'a 

'\(,w: IS the maximum benJi rig OOOmell! experienced b) (h~ sample 

y i. the distance from the neUiral axis 

f is the moment of; rlCnia gi,cn h)' r - 1xl'112 fur rectangular .ampk:>, 

• One end of the '<ampic harlgs O,er th~ one "'f"IX'rl b)' appro.ximalel> 351010 redlLcing the 

overall .Ire," in the te,ted >eclion ofthe samph 
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• The sample expenences a frictional force at the supports, which has not been taken into 

account. 

• The samples are usually slightly bent before testing starts, thus the assumption that the 

samples are straight and flat is not necessarily true. 

For the above reasons, it might be expected that the value of 5.6 MPa is slightly exaggerated, however 

it would be fair to guess that the actual stress in the sample during testing is approximately in the 

region of 3 - 4 MPa. 




